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THI IAN DIIGOjNION.1

NEW PROGRAM

' USO Dean \
Of Nursing:
I Appointed ·

..

1

...

I University of San Diego President Au-,
t thor E. Hughes yesterday announced the{
1
, appointment of Dr. Irene Sabelberg Palm-i
er as the dean of the university's new 1
l1school of nursing.
l Dr. Palmer, former dean and professoq
at Boston University's School of Nursing, 1
) will head USD's new two-year post bac- l
calaureate program for registered nurses!
when classes begin next month. .
, The program, leading to a bachelor of
, science degree in nursing, will be open to ·
~ registered nurses completing require- 1
· ments at community college .or nursing
; school programs.
, Dr. Palmer said the USD Philip Y. Hahn
l School of Nursing and Allied Health Sci- 1
'! ences will offer only non-nursing portions
of the curriculum when it opens with a 25student
enrollment. She said the school
1
should be equipped to offer actual nursing i
and allied science classes by the spring l
. semester.
·
.l
; When fully operational, officials said the .
program will enroll 50-60 new students per ,
1
1
i year.
· Hughes said the university's ,new nurs- 1
J ing program was established with a $1
; million-. ~""
,.,m.
\
I

' .•
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Mrs. Ross G. Tharp, l~ft, chair;,
. f the "Fashions m Focus
man o
.
h
t for Nov.
luncheon-fashions OW se
v· 0
15 by the Universi~ of San Eftfcn
Auxiliary pauses with Mrs.
.
. , USD school of nursing
Mayfield,
f
the event
srudent. Proceeds rom_
. 's fi.
will go coward the umvers1ty

nandal aid program.

ions-For- unds Event Planne

urses Study W ith Financial Aid

By ELAINE MYTH
Edna Jensen of Poway admits ah does her homework in some
usual
tings - walUng In the
parking lot of San Diego Stadium
before a hargers game gets underway and then again after the game
until tbe traffic thins out.
Before she begins her day as a
registered nur in the allergy department of the Naval Regional
M~ Center, she does some more
ltDdylng in the hospital parking lot.
Her lunch break is also a study
break Then there's still more studytag to be done before clas s at the
University of San Diego's Philip Y.
Jlab,n School of ursing and Allied
ence.

Mrs. Eileen Mayfield of San Diego
works the shift from midnight until 8
a.m. as a registered nurse at the
Veterans Administration Hospital in
La Jolla, because it simplifies her
life as a part-time student at the USD
school of nursing and as a mother of
two children, Yvonne, 18, a freshman at the University of Califorinia
at San Diego, and Delbert, 15, a
sophom ore at Univers ity High
School.
Mrs. Mayfield is 34, divorced and
the sole support of her children. Mrs.
Jensen, wife of social worker William F. Jensen, is 49, has four children and three grandchildren. Both
women are registered at the university in a new post-RN program initiated last September at USD. ·
The two women are among the ·
students on the university campus
who receive some form of assistance
through the university's financial
aid program.
Mrs. Lora Perry, director of financial aid for the university, said approximately 40 per cent of the students who are eligible to receive
student aid at the university are
receiving it in one or a combination
of forms.
Mrs. Jensen and Mrs. Mayfield

are receiving student loans, three
per cent simple interest loans to be
repaid after graduation.
.
Other aid programs include work,
generally with the student working
in some area of the university cam- ,.
pus; scholarships, and grants.
"Loans are used as -the student
needs them," said Mrs. Perry.'
"Some students use them for tuition,
room and board, books and supplies
or even miscellaneous _ expenses
such as transportation."
It is becoming more difficult to
obtain funds for the financial aid
program because the federal government isn't mcreasing its educ-ation budget to reflect increases due
to inflationary costs or increases in
the numbers of students entering
post secondary ~ucatio n, according
to Mrs. Perry.
The University of San Diego Auxi•
liary plans to add funds to the
university's financial aid program
through its "Fashions in Focus"
luncheon-fashion show set for 11
a.m. Friday, Nov. 15, in the Vacation
Village Convention Center. Mrs.
Ross G. Tharp, chairman, will be
assisted by Mrs. John H. Rippo,
cochairman.
- - - - - -(Continued on D-4 Col. I

Son Diego, Sunday, November 10, 1974

SAN DIEGO UNION

Fashions W ill Raise Funds

l 'F

Loans Assist Nurses
(Continued from D-1)
Area chai rmen of the countywide
auxiliary, organized in 1957, include
~1mes. Robert C. Howard. La Mesa ·
A. J . C. Fors yth, Coronado ; AM~
Schrepferman, La Jolla. and John
1. Hogan. Del Mar and Rancho
anta Fe. Reservation for the Nov.
15 luncheon-fa hion how are being
accepted by :M rs. Joseph E . Bennett
and . Jrs. Leo J . Durkin.
_The post R i, program . 1r . Mayfield and :\lrs. Jens en are enrolled in
provide an avenue that allow them
to move up the ladder in the nursing
prof e sion . acco rd ing to ~Iiss
Fran c Geddo. RK a si tant proCe: r of nur ing m the nur ing
$Choo!.
It · a two-year prog ram open to
registered nur e who are grad uate s
of a diploma chool program or an
associate degree program.
" Its purpo i to prep are the RN
for a bacc alau reate degree in nursing,' ' said ML ' Geddo ·•Jt gh·es her
th foundatio n to pur ue grad uate
education in nur- ing or to assume
certa in lead er hip po.-ition in nur mg uch as head nurse. public health
nu ing. or in- r\'ice education to
with continuing
help ta.ff nur ·
."
cat1on
E>du
L o· program ha '.?-t full-time
and -t par -time stud nt: thi etil t r , including one man , she aid.
In addition to cla room ;tudies.
th prog ram lhl.: . pring will include
clinic-al traimng at variou health
fcl ihti · in an Diego.
'' Mam· tude nt · ar mar ried
\\'ith famili and now that
im
th ir children ar grown, th y haw
th llm to o ba k and continue
th lr ucation,'' added .:\1i. · Geddo.
e who
0th r·, .::h add ~. are nur:
1
i nee
xper
of
!al
d
t
grea
a
ha, had
" but who want to upgrad their
. ·111 ...
n fall.<; into both catego1rs J

She received her RN diploma in
1946 from the Missouri Baptist Hospital School of Nursing in St. Louis
and, through the years, worked as a
practicing nurse except when she
took time off to have her children.
" I waited 28 year s until I was able
to start my degree. I waited until my
children were in college," said Mrs.
Jensen.
The loan was necessary, she explained, because "it took -both our
salar ies just to keep us going because we still have dependent children and, until recently, an elderly
relative to support."
Her return to school mea nt a reduction in her work hours and salary , she adced .
- Stoff Photo by Joe Flynn
"I wan~ ct to apply for any kind of
T
day.
some
y
repa
could
I
loan that
Mrs. Edna Jensen, RN., checks
had never done this in my life. I
scratch test vials in the allergy
think most nurses are this way ult
department at the Naval Regional
they 're independent and it is diffic
Mrs.
d
adde
,"
Medical Center. She is receiving
for us to ask for help
advanced training at the University
Jensen.
For this reason, she said, the new
of San Diego's Philip Y Hahn
program has been ideal for her.
School of Nurs ing and Allied
Mrs . Jens en was allowed to
Healrh Science.
change from a 40-hour to a 24-hour a
week job so she could carry 13
high school. "I was offered a scholcollege units this semester. She
arship but I got married instead,"
spend 15 hours each week in the
she added.
classroom plus countless hours of
She began her nursing care er as a
said.
she
studying,
es aide when she received her
nurs
the
for
, he is grateful, she added,
diploma in 1963 from Sweetwater
cooperation she has received both
t School. She returned there in
from the civilian personnel at the I Adul for her licensed vocational
1965
Na al Regional Medical Center and
nurses diploma.
F.
B.
.
Capt
ce,
servi
of
from the chief
Mrs. May field then ente red
Hinton.
Southwestern College in 1969 where
;\{rs. Jensen hopes to remain in
she received her RN diploma.
ade
the field of allergies, but to upgr
She survives her hectic schedule
her job level.
the help of a strict schedule, she
with
Mrs.
The program appealed to
added. She wants to specialize in
.Mayfield because it allowed her to
medical surgical nursing, with hopes
continue working full time and still
of teaching.
.
attend college on a part-time basiser
Where does she get her drive?
furth
to
ed
want
ys
" I had alwa
first have to be motivated and
"You
,
field
my education," said :'\trs. May
then very deterrruned, ·• she said.
in
who was married at 16 while still
-~ ~-
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~
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Nursing Has A Long Way To Go
By ELAii 'E S:\l'\'TH
Whll th re haH' bt'en tr -

mendou changes and improv ments \\ithin thf' nur ·ing prof> 10n o\ c>r th pa t
quarter century, "we still
hav a long way to go," ays
Dr. Irene Sabelbc rg Palmer.
She is lhf' first df'all of th
niversity of San Dwgo' ·
Philip Y. Hahn School of
1 ursing and Allird Hc>alth
Sci nc • .
n scnuol, wtu ·h off r a
bachelor's degree ms i nee,
wa. ope1wd last S(•ptember
and was cn•alcd through a
million dollar girl by Mr.
and ~rs. Hahn .
Dr. Palmer beli ves It is
unique "because it ls the
onJy program in thi · an•a
designed only for thr rt'gister d nurse."
SECOND CUSS

"Nursing and nurses have
been second-class citi1.cns in
health car since time immemoriaJ, " ays Dr. Palm•
er, who recently moved from
Boston to an Diego with her
mother, Mr . May Hei~r
Sabelberg, and hrr son, An•
drew, 16.
"This is probably b cause
they have been women and
the tory of nursing is actually the story of women in
our society and throughout
the world," sys Dr. Palmer
Before coming to San
Diego she served for six
years as the dean of the
School of • 'ursing at Bo .ton
University, where she also
served as a faculty professor.
She savs one of th best
ways any group of people
· can be utilized be. t by soci•
ety is when th y attain positions of equality - m education, employment and career
opportunities "and the system of rewards in our society."
GREATER ROLE

roaay,sne says, sne 1s witnessing greater acce: for
nurses seeking higher education and she feels it's a very
healthy sign
A maJor area that needs

r

improvement , she bl.'lievps .
1 In g v1ng nurse · a greater
rol ln the drcision-making
procrss:
'In health care, the nurse
is often excludPd from governing boards, from key posttions, from kf'y eommit1 es involving h alth rarf'
\\ 1thin many 'late legislature · , from within ht•alth
car agenrJcs and at her
own plac of Pmplo ment" .
Today' nu , she agre1: .
1 often IPrt m the dark.
"Decisions ar • often made
is exprrtcd
wt11ch th nu
to carry out and yet sh has
not b en involvrd in the dccis on-makmg process itself."
Dr. Palmer, who rcreiv!'d
t • doctorate in nur ing
11 1m th New York Univer-

slty School of Education,
began her career more than
25 years ago, serving as an
operating room nurse in the
Jersey City Medical Center.
ARMY CAPTAIN

Her professional experience also mcludes a stint
from 1953-56 as a captain in
the Army urse Corp, in
which she served as an Instructor in the Medical Field
Srrvk" Schools at Letterma Army Hospital, San
Francisco, and the Walter
Reed Army Medical Center,
Washington, D. C.
Dr Palmer and the Hahns
will be honored during an
invitational reception from
5-7 p.m. Jan. 24 in the
French parlor of Founders
Hall on the USD campus,

sponsored by the University
of San Diego Auxiliary.
The program at the new
USD nursing school, says
Dr. Palmer, "Is designed to
give the registered nurse a
more thorough background
that will provide her with the
capacity to assume a more
active and comprehensive
role in providing nursing
service and nursing care to
individuals, as well as to
their families, in a wide variety of health care set!
tings."
69 STUDENTS

Sixty nine full and parttime students are currently
enrolled in the school.
Today's nurse, she says,
works "in a colleague role
with the physician and other
health professionals rather ·
than in a lesser capacity."
The role of today's nurse is
not a static thing, "but varies depending on where .she
is. "And she assumes responsibilities according to
the other kinds of heaJth
services available."
During Dr. Palmer's nursing career, she has seen
nurses move from a traditionaJ role "to an initiating
role.
"She no':" has the capacity
to make mdependent judgments and carry out nursing•
interventions that affect the ,
··
patient," Dr. Palmer
For the most part, Amert- .....,Q
can schools of nursing have
not been given the Credit)
they deserve, she believes .
sch oo1s of ,m Page D-l)
"American
.
nursmg have fulfilled th . mrces.
roles and functions for :u-·~lmer's mos
e't-1shed award
world's benefit" she
Baid..n the hprofes
' assumed
th ey have
"And
•
c1en s e wa_s
their responsibilitie
more than society h s far Boston Umknowledged or reportead~' ac- ~i _Award for
· 1d m its school
own as one of
MEANINGFUL
_Sh~ saJd it has only been;ing schools in
w1thm the past three years
- Stoff Photo by Phil McMahon
that . nursing schools have~eat satisfacrece1~ed any meaningful fi- 1g I'm able to
Dr Irene abelberg Palmer is the firsr dean of rhe
profession to
nanc1al support from
Uniw:rsity of San Diego:~ Philip Y. Hahn School of
i't interests of
ll'll11lirnl
federal
11.Ii ing .and Allied Healrh Sciences.
said. " and to
t-a;
-'-----.... (C.in a system of
sing care and
deliverm
preparing people to function
in health care systems.''

fig
Go

Nursing
Has A ~ong
Way 'fo Go
. (Continued from Page D-1)

other outside sources.
One of Dr. Palmer's mos
recent and cherished awards
for her work in the profession came when she was
presented the Boston University Alumni A ward for
the work she did in fts school
of nursing, known as one of
the top 10 nursing schools in
this country.
"I receive great satisfaction in knowing I'm able to
help shape a profession to
serve the best interests o:li
society," she said. " and tG
affect change in a system, of
delivering nursing care and
preparing people to function
jn health care systems.''

The University of San Diego Auxilia ry
invites you to a reception
honoring
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Y. Hahn
and
Irene S. Palmer, R.N., Ph.D.
Dean, Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing & Allied Health Science

French Parlor, Founders Hall
Friday, January twenty -fourth
5- 7 p.m.
Please reply to 291-6480, ext. 353 or 295-7222

· USD highlights

••

Two important social dates are on the Unive.
of San Diego's calendar early in the year.
On Jan. 18 ttie second annual Preside nt's Club
dinner for members only will be held in Founders
·Hall this year. Helen.Anne Bunn, a member of the
Preside nt's Club Advisory Council, is acting as
·party coordinator.
President and Mrs. Author "Hughes will host the
black-tie event. Cocktails in the French Parlor will
be followed by a gourmet dinner. Music will be
played by Bill Greene.
The Preside nt's Club membership is composed of
donors of $1,0Qil or more annually to the university.
On Jan. 24 the USD Auxiliary will host a reception
in the.Fren ch Parlor to honor Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Y. Hahn, benefactors of the Philip Y. Hahn School
of Nursing and Allied Health Science, which was
inaugurated as a post-RN program in the fall.
The occasion will also serve to introduce Dr.
Irene S. Parmer, dean of the. program, to persons
involved in medical circles in the community.
Mrs. James D. Casey Jr. of La Jolla is serving as/
.
chairman for the invitational event.
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Tbe aractous parlors at Founders Hall,
of San Diego, conceived 25
ago by the Rev. Mother Rosalie Hill,

, gave the quality of a private party

stately house to the second annual
D President's Club dinner Saturday
mpt. In all .its phases and appointllJ8ID-Cleeor, fashions, music and program- it was a dJstJnguished occasion
liolted by Dr. Author E. Hughes, president
of USD and Mrs Hughes.
entering the handsome wrought
iron doorway of Founders Hall were greeted by Dr. and Mrs Hughes. Mrs. Hughes
choae a graceful dress of pastel saffron
yellow and spring green accented with
vivid pink and metallic threads.
Bill Green's orchestra opened and closed
tbe party, encouraging lively dancing as
the qnaJ Orchestra members played durtog cocktail hour in the foyer. Mrs. Helen
Mn Bunn, member of the President's
ub Council, whose gift to the dinner was
a black velvet dinner
tbe music, ch
suit, fox collared and combined with silver
Jame overblouse
The legant French Parlor, setting for
the din , was a vtsual jpy of white on
white, accented with stlver - white Jin n,
white daJay chrysanthemum , silver foliage, silver rvtce and stlver candelabra.
Conversational round tables encircled the
President's table at which were seated
Mrs. PtJlllp Y Hahn, Thomas J. Fleming,
. James S Copley, David Copley, Mr.
and Mrs Leo Roon and Mr. and Mrs. John

ibt ian 1llit!lO Inion
I
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Landis
Mr. and Mrs. Hahn, benefactors of the
newly created post-RN degree program at
the untverslty, will be honored with Dr.
Irene S Palmer, also at the dinner, at a
recepUon Jan 24 in the French Parlor,
Founders Hall Dr. Palmer Is dean of the
Habn School of Nursing and Allied Health

Science
At the dinner Dr. Hughes presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Hahn a Cybis porcelain
"Madonna With Bird.'' For the occasion
Mrs. Halm chose an apricot and gold

metallic skirt worn with apricot bl&use.
Bilbop Leo T. Maher, cha.trman of the
USD Board of Trustees, opened the dinner

with prayer and introduced Dr. Hughes,
who outlined the dreams and plans for
USD's second 25 years.
The dinner itself was memorable shrimp de Jon served in coquelle shells,
boneless breast of chicken with apricot
brandy sauce and other dishes climaxed
wtth the flaming of the lemon cheese

crepes.
Miss Goldie Sinegal and Prof. Robert

Austin presented a musical program.

Chatting at tht University of San Diego President's
Club dinner, held Saturday at Founders Hall on the
campus, are, from the left: Mrs. Helen Anne Bunn,
member of the Pre:;idcnt Club Council, Mrs. Author

Hughes, USD President Hughes and Mrs. Philip Y
Hahn. Mrs. and Mr. Hahn are the benefactors of the
newly created post-RN degree program ilt the university.
(Details in Straws in the Wind column at left.)

------ ---~- --·--- ~=~= ~==- -~
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
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ADDRESS: RM. 266 DE SALE S HALL , ALCA

HAHN SCHOOL RECEIVES GIFT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

gra nt

n has made a $10 00
The Gro ssm ont Hos pJta l Nur ses Ass oci atio
Y. Hahn Sch ool of
to the Uni ver sity of San Die go's Phi lip

money wil l be use d for
Nur sing and All ied Hea lth Sci enc e. The
g a bac cala ure ate deg ree.
sch ola rsh ips for reg iste red nur ses see kin
this fal l sem este r.
USD's post -RN nur sing prog ram was beg un
r gra nts to USD, but
The Ass oci atio n exp ects to make fur the
. Thi s yea r's gra nt was
spe cifi c amo unts hav e not bee n dete rmi ned
the ir due s from the pas t
made pos sibl e by set ting asid e 10% of
in 197 2, is an aff ilia te of
few yea rs. The Ass oci atio n, org aniz ed
pris ed of reg iste red nur ses .
the Uni ted Nur ses Ass oci atio n and is com
1/2 2/7 5

..

I~
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Nursing. Aid Veto Criticized
By RAY KIPP

Edleaalon Wrtaer

'lie Su Dlege Ulilon
President Ford's veto of
fU4 million in support for
nurses training Is a poor
prescription for future.
health care, according to the
head of the University of San
Diego's nursing program.
"It has essentially wiped
out any federal support for
nursin g progr ams or
nurses," Dr. Irene Palmer
said of Mr. Ford's decision
to veto the three-year-federal appropriation bill for
nursing programs.
The bill would have extended federal assistance to
nursing programs - curriculum expansion, nursing student grants and scholarships, augmentation of state
support, nursing facility construction and expansion and would have created new
programs designed to train
nurses in specialized medical treatment.
Mr. Ford based his decision to pocket veto the bill
last month because he felt 1t
placed too much emphasis
on construction, did not emphasize specialized training
and did not do enough to
relleve sevre shortages of
nurses in particular geographic areas.
The President also said
that nursing students should
receive the same source of
financial assistance avail-

able to other college students.
Mr. Ford said he would
propose a comprehensive
health manpower bill, ineluding nursing programs,
to the 94th Congress.
Dr. Palmer said the veto
will have adverse effects on
all of the 1,377 schools and
hospitals offering degree or
diploma nursing training as
well as those offeril)g'master
and doc ral studies.
"Nursing schools across
the country will have to underwrite whatever support
they might have gotten by
raising tuition or donations
or the quality of health care
Will (in the long run) be
diminished," she said.
Even tf nursing support is
included in a comprehensive
health measure, Dr. Palmer
feels there will not be the
type of support that would be
available if it were treated
separately.
Dr. Palmer said th exact
effects of the veto on the
US.D nursing school are not
yet known, but it is certain
to affect students needing
grants or other financial assistance.
At San Diego State University, where nearly 190 students are enrolled in nursing
classes, there was no immediate estimate on the impact.
However, the San Diego
State School of Nursing was

authorized $46,906 between
June, 1973, and June, 1975,
for capitation (augmentation
of state support) financing
and $13,062 to nursing student grants and aids between September, 1974, and
August, 1976.
These . programs already
authorized will not be affected by the veto. The effects,
however, will be felt in future programs, officials
said.
Point Loma College has
108 students enrolled in its

nursing program but there
was no immediate assessment of the affect there.
Walter Coats, vocational
coordinator for the San
Diego Community College
District, did not feel the veto
would have much impact on
the district's programs for
nurses aides, licensed vocational nurses (LVN) and up
grading registered nurses.
He said support for the
programs comes throug
state vocational financing.

-PROMOTING WELLNESS

- Today's RN caring for he alt hy 'clients'
When Catherine Schafer landed her first job as a registered
nurse in 1935, she worked 12
hours a day and was paid 50
cents an hour.
She spent most of her time
cleaning.
Today, Schafer, 65, is a fulltime student at the Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing at the
University of San Diego. She is
working toward a bachelor's degree in nursing - and dreams of
the day she will set up her own
private nursing practice.

Schafer said she and Overbeck discuss everything from
diet and blood pressure to po~ble emotional problems. The
talks, said Schafer, keep Overbeck physically and emotionally
healthy.

"Today nursing means getting
out into the public and promoting a feeling of wellness,"
Schafer said. "It means looking
at human beings from sociopsycho-physiological points of
view.

In a world where health care
costs are rising daily, and where
40-million Americans are not
protected by any type of health
insurance, many people stay
away from doctors until they
are experiencing serious health
problems.

"Nurses today call people who
they deal with c::lients - because
many of them aren't sick. Our
function -is teaching them to
take care of themselves so they
don't get sick."
Like most students working
toward a degree, Schafer is required to get practical experience in the field.
HEL':PING HAND -

Nurse Catherine Schafer, left, visits with
Kathryn Overbeck at Cathedral Plaza Retirement Home.

health, yet several times a week
she becomes Schafer's "client."
"I'm learning how to converse
with the elderly and see what
their problems are," Schafer
explained. "You could call this
sort of an in-the-field communications skills class."

That's where 90-year-old
Katheryn Overbeck comes in
the picture. Overbeck is in good

According to one official at
the Hahn School, it's what
makes the health care system in
our country "a sickness
system."
But it's a system that nurses
like Schafer are in the p ~
of trying to change.
In her words, "Nursing today
is preventative medicine."

- Alison DaRosa

HEALTH CARE
and
RELATED SERV CES DIRECTORY
for
The Mt. Empire "Backco untry" Region
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This directo ry is designed to provide
you with IMPORTANT INFORMATION to SAVE
It is a - you both TIME and MONEY.
handy guide for use in the backcou ntry
region of San Diego County.
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Advanced First Aid and CardioPulmonary Resuscitation Class

The purpose of this directory is
to inform you of many of the service s

which are located in the Mt. Empire,
"backcountry" region.

It is a means

of saving you valuable time and
money when obtaining health care, and
other related services.

Some important

information about the agencies has been
given under each listing.

This

pamphlet can be a useful guide, and
should be placed in a handy place -perhaps by your telephone.
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CED FIRST AID CLASSES, and
CARDIO-PULMO ARY RESUSCITATION CLAS SES :
Given by Bill La Follete and
a. Brown, certified instructors.
ADV

CALL:

478-5503 or Campo Fire Dept.

COUNTY LAWMOBILE CIRCUIT . . . • . 239- 7751

KIND LEGAL SERVICES for SENIORS
945 "C" Street
San Diego, California 92101

The KIND Legal Services lawmobile ma kes
a monthly circuit of San Diego County
to provide legal services for person s
over 50 years of age. These servic es
include: Tax assistance for state and
federal forms if income is below
$7,500 a year; simple wills; pension
problems and many other legal matte rs .

DART'S AMBULANCE SERVICE • . . • . 478- 5375

Buckman Springs Road, Campo
FEES: Covered by yearly subscription
or on one time run fee basis.

DEFY COUNSELING LINE . . . . . . "HOTLINE"

A 24-hour crisis telephone service
for San Diego County.
CALL:

(714) 236-3339 or
Ask The Operator for
TOLL FREE Zenith 3339.

If you are having personal or family
problems, feeling depressed, anxious,
or that life is not worth living; if
you need accurate drug information or
counseling, call DEFY Counseling Line.
They are available 24 hours a day to
help you. The service is free of charge
and confidential to all callers throughout San Diego County. DEFY counseling
and crisis intervention services are
designed to help people handle their own
problems. They can also refer you to
other community resources for services
they do not provide.
FIRE DEPARTMENTS for emergencies and
emergency medical technician services.
EMERGENCY DISPATCH NUMBER . . 442-3443
(FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS)
Business numbers listed by stations:
BOULEVARD. . .
. .
. 766-4633
CAMPO.
478-5310
JACUMBA . • .
766-4535
LAKE MORENA • .
478-5216

.

.

(All units have basic life support
systems; Campo unit has rescue equipment
vehicle.)
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FORESTRY DEPARTMENT

.442-1615
Emergency Only . • • .
. 442-0874
Business. .
.47 8-5516
Campo. .
Morena Conservation Camp • . . . 478-5449
Cleveland National Forest
.29 3-5262
EMERGENCIES . . . . .
DR. JOHN R. HAWES . • • . . . • . 4 78-5504
General Practice Physician
Office located on Hwy. 94 at:
Buckman Springs Road
Cameron Corners
P. o. Box 398
Campo California 92006
Home number: 766-4220
. . . . • . 478-56 96
Route 1, Box 518, Campo.
Located on Buckman Springs Rd.

HIGHWAY 94 RURAL BUS SERVICE

CALL:

478-5875

or

Dial "O" and ask for Zenith 7-5875
(Toll free) .
Monday through Friday: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM
The Rural Bus Service operates from
Campo and Jacumba to Parkway Plaza and
Grossmont Shopping Center via Highway 94.
This service is provided based upon a
nominal fee on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday each week. The Rural Bus Schedule
is a service of the Department of Transportation for the County of San Diego.
Pick-up at your door can be arranged by
calling the number listed 24 in advance
of your trip.

INDIAN FREEDOM RANCH

Freedom Ranch is a non-profit
rehabilitation ranch for the
alcoholic. Its goal is to provide residential services,
counseling, information, and
referral services in an A.A.
oriented setting. Presently it
is open to all men without regard
to race, creed, or religion.
Donations and community assistance
are appreciated.
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COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS DISTRICT
Lucille Moore's Field Offices:
8160 Joe Crosson Drive
Santee, Calif. 92071 . . . . . 449-5200
or
9628 Campo Road
Spring Valley, Calif. 92077 . 464-5344
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HEALTH PROJECT . . . . . 478-5311
(If outside prefix, call
toll free). . . . .

.Zenith 7-5311

Route 1, Box 618
Campo, Calif. 92006
Located in the Campo Indian Communi ty
Building , on Highway 94, between Campo
and Boulevar d.
Mountain Health Project is a non-pro fit
family communit y clinic for ALL people.
The services provided there Include:
routine physical examina tions, acute,
chronic, and episodic disease care, lab
services, pregnanc y testing, care, and
referral, immuniz ations, EKG's, social
services and counseli ng, nutritio n education, birth control work-ups , pre-mar ita l
lab work, and general referral services .
There is a plan for X-ray services in the
future.
FEES: Medicare , Medical, Champus, and
other insuranc es accepted . Sliding
scale fees for those without
insuranc e.
Clinic Hours: The office is open Monday
through Friday-- 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
for informat ion and appointm ents.
MONDAY --Nurse Practitio ner is at
M.H.P. Clinic-1 0:00 - 5:00
TUESDAY --Nurse Practitio ner is at
9:00 - 1:00 She is
M.H.P.
at the Jacumba satellit e from
2:00 - 5:00
WEDNESDAY-Nurse Practiti oner is at
M.H.P. 10:00 - 5:00
Physicia n Services --1:30 - 5:00
THURSDAY--Nurse Practitio ner is at
Delzura satellite --10:30 - 1:00
2:00 - 5:00
At M.H.P. clinic
FRIDAY --Nurse Practitio ner is at
M.H.P. Clinic . . . 10:00 - 5:00
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MOUNTAIN HEALTH PROJECT, cont'd.
The Nurse Practitio ner is a speciall y
trained RN who has telephon e, and
In
televisio n access to a doctor.
this way, she can perform many services
not otherwis e possible .

OTHER MOUNTAIN HEALTH PROJECT SERVICES :
Nursing care and social services are
availabl e for both Medicare and NonIn-home nursing
Medicare clients.
services are availabl e through Medicare
for senior citizens with a Doctor's
Nursing services in the home
order.
can also be arranged for non-Med icate
clients. Home Health Aid services
are availabl e for Medicare patients .
Homemak er services can be arranged
The
for anyone who is medicall y needy.
provides
also
Project
Mountain Health
limited medical transpor tation, and
about home mandi-ma n services . Other
specialt y services can be arranged as
the need arises.
Social Services provided by the Mountain
Health Project include:
Family and individu al counseli ng
Financia l problem counseli ng
Informat ion and Referral Services
Medicare and Medical informat ion

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL OR STOP BY THE
MOUNTAIN HEALTH PROJECT AT ANYTIME.
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MO

TAIN EMPIRE SCHOOL DISTRICT:

RSES:

1. Junior-Senior High School
Buckman Springs Road
Florence Quart, RN . . • . . . 473-8601
2. Elementary Schools in Jacumba,
Campo. Clover Flats, Mt. Lagun a ,
Pine Valley, Poterro, and
Descanso--Nancy Garcia, R.N.
Leave messages for her in
Descanco. . . . . • . • . . . 44 5-2126
The following is a list of the services
provided by the school nurses:
Health teaching, nutrition, dental
programs, drug and medicine safety,
poison information, screenings for
vision and hearing, immunizations,
first aid, and various other programs
as the need arises. The school nurs es
also co-ordinate with, and refer to
the Public Health Department.
LANGUAGE, SPEECH, AND HEARING SPECIALIST:
Jack Parrish, therapist, works for
the Mt. Empire School District in a
mobile unit. He can be reached
through the school district or at the
local schools on the following days:
Monday --Pine Valley/Mt. Laguna
Elementary Schools: 8:30- 3 : 30
Tuesday --Clover Flats • . . . 8:30-1 1 : 00
Jacumba. .
. 11:30- 3 :0 0
Wednesday-Mt. Empire High
School . . . . . . . 7:45- 3 : 15
Thursday--Descanco Elementary.8:30-3: 30
Friday --Campo Elementary . . 8:30- 3 :00
The general goal of this program is to
help individuals with language, speech ,
and hearing disorders to communicate more
effectively. Mr. Parrish does screen ing ,
and works with individual cases.
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DR. DENNIS MURPHY, optometrist •• 443~7220
Lakeside Optometric Building
8865 Winter Gardens Blvd.
Lakeside, California 92040
OFFICE HOURS:
(only to pick up glasses or
Monday:
to schedule appointments by
telephone) 8:30 AM-5:00 PM.
Tuesday: 8:30 AM-8:00 PM
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday:
8:30 AM-5:00 PM
Saturday: 8:30 AM-12:00 PM
Dr. Murphy will make home visits in the
Mt. Empire area to handicapped and homebound clients. He will also go out for
groups, and do vision testing. He
prefers to have at least ten clients in
an area. To schedule out-of-office
visits contact Agnes Brinkmann in his
office (443-7220). Repair can be done
by mail. Fee for service: Medical,
Medicare.
PHARMACY SERVICES:
John Jennings, Pharmacist
Campo Rexall Pharmacy . • . . • 478-5357
31476 Highway 94
(at Cameron Corners)
(Presently, pharmacist on duty
here on Wednesdays from 1:00 PM-5:00 PM)
Alpine Rexall Pharmacy
2109 Alpine Blvd.
Alpine, California

• • . • 445-2616
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POISON I FORMATION. , , . , . • . 294-6000
This telephone number will provide
you with 24 hour information on
what to do for all types of poisonings.

It is a service of:
San Diego Regional Poison
Information Center
225 Dickinson Street
San Diego, California 92103

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES . • • • • • . 579-4446
Jean Merrill, RN and
Sue Morrison, RN
(Phone contact can be made with these
nurses:
Tuesday through Friday, from 7 - 9:30 AM
or after 4:30 PM. CALL: 579-4446.)
East County Public Health Department
13 East Douglas Avenue
El Cajon, California 92021
SERVICES PROVIDED:
Well Baby clinics, immunizations ,
pregnancy testing, Pap Smear clinics,
breast examination education, blood
pressu:e_check s, post-hospita lization
home visits, and individual health
c~re needs. Clinics are also run for
birth control and venereal disease at
the El Cajon office. These nurses are
also good information sources for
soci~l.service s, referrals, and help in
o~taining health equipment, or information. Many programs are offered at
various times during the year--watch
the bulletin boards, and the newspapers
for specific information.
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REMEDY HOMEMAKER SERVICES.

. 464~6482

A private agency located at
256 Witherspoon Way
El Cajon, California
Remedy Homemaker Services operates seven
days a week during the hours of 8:00 AMIt is an agency which is
5:00 PM.
designed to provide in-home supportive
services. It enables the client to
remain at home, and to function there
with the aid of some personal care and
household management services. All
referrals come from the San Diego County
Welfare Department, or social service
center. For more information on obtaining these services contact:
El Cajon Social Service Center
833 Broadway
El Cajon, California
TELEPHONE: . . . 579-4072
Remedy Homemakers provide homemaking
services only; they do not provide
medical care.
Persons in the Mt. Empire area wishing
employment with Re~edy Homemakers, make
application at the El Cajon office
CALL: . 464-6482
(256 Witherspoon Way)
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT:
For EMERGENCIES ONLY call collect
236-3111

For NON-EMERGENCIES call collect
236-3113

BOULEVARD . .
CAMPO . . •

766-4585
440-1065
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SALVATI◊

ARMY--EAST COUTY I FORMATION

and REFERRAL SERVICES.
CALL:

579-7421 in El Cajon or
445-2722 in the MT. EMPIRE.

Offices located in El Cajon, Alpine,
Lemon Grove/Sp ring Valley, and
Santee/L akeside.
This service will provide informat ion
on: Housing, mental health, legal
help, nutritio n, voluntee r work,
social and consumer informa tion,
food, health, transpor tation,
plus more.
Funded by the Area Agency on Aging.

THE INFORMATION IN THIS PAMPHLET WAS .
COMPILED BY:

Marlese Hartoch, RN
and
Hanne Nielsen, RN
senior Students
Philip Y. Hahn School of_Nursi ng
Universi ty of San Diego
San Diego, Californ ia

This booklet was made possible through
the cooperat ion of the
San Diego County Departme nt of
Human Services
348 west Market Street
San Diego, Californ ia 92101

ZE ITH TELEPHONE NUMBERS:
How to use them:
If an agency has a Zenith telephon e
number, you can call them from the
Mt. Empire toll free. That is, there
will be no charge to your telephon e
bill for the call. To use these
numbers pick up the telephon e and
dial "O" for the operator . Then
simply ask the operator to connect
with the Zenith number.

April 1978
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NEWS RELEASE

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

w
SD

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION
CONTACT: SARAS. FINN
TELEPHONE : 714-291-6480 / EXT. 354
ADDRESS: RM . 266 DE SALES HALL , ALCALA PARK, SAN DI EGO, CA 92110

DEAN PALME R ELECT ED TO CALIFORNIA BOARD
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dr. Irene S. Pa lmer , De an of the University of San Dieqo's School
of Nursing, has been el ected to the position of 1st Vice President of
Region I, California Nur se s Association Board of Directors, for a twoyear term, 1975-77.
Dr. Palmer came t o USD f rom Boston University s School of Nursing,
1

where she was Dean fr om 1968-1974 .

She was awarded her Ph.D. from New

York University with a majo r in Nursing.

Her background includes ex-

pe rience as a staff nu rse, educator, Captain in the Army Nurse Corps
an d researcher.
USD's Philip Y. Ha hn Sch ool of Nurs i ng and Allied Health Sc i en ce
offers a B.S. degree to th os e who have already obtained an R.N . degr ee .
The program was inaugur at ed during the 1974/75 school year.

#

#

#

7 /15/75

RECEIVED
,JUL 15 1975
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
SCHOOL OF NURSING

TJflltPIU91 Fl,;CILfrf Ii

~ MEA

'------~-~-----~~-~~ -----=--~

New Nursing School At US_D Is Accredited
_...ty

formed to meet a specific demand was -st:i1l there, Dr.
Palmer explained.
need in this community.
The need was pointed out Tl)1s school, where the avin a comprehensive study by erage nursing student is 32
the Coordinated Council for and works 20 to 30 hours a
CblnS baccalaureate degree Health Sciences Education week at a regular nursing
mnlJII progtam accred1ted three Ye&ll ago. Hughes said Job, special17.es in preparing
when USD asked the council nurses to deal with patients
111 ttdl area.
Tile announcement was where it m1gbt provide a from all backgrounds made yesterday by USD needed service locally, the American Indian, Mexican~ Autbor E. Hughes council suggested nursing American, ori~ntal and
black.
Dr. ~ PaJmer, USD education.
Graduates wi 11 be
"There were few opportu~ scbooJ dean Who formerly headed Boston nities for .nurses in the San equipped to provide primary
Untversity•s graduate nurs- Diego area to go beyond two health care services - for
years of college education," instance, care and managemg edUcaticm program.
ment of an Indian reservaHughes PQinted out. ·
ROLE OUTLINED
The USD nursing pro- "There seemed •to be a tion clinic - to people of
aram» open only to those great deficiency of pro- different cultures, USO offiWbe are already registered grams (in the San Diego ctals said.
nurses and want higher area) which would permit COMPONENTS JUDGED
degn9ea, bas been operating nurses to come back to Dr. Palmer said a team
since January, 1975, and cur- school and complete the two from the National League
years needed for their bach- for Nursing had visited USO
rently bas 78 students.
OD May 23, its first gradu- elor of science 1n nursing,'' for evaluation 1n February.
Since then, full accreditation
atlng class of 13 students will Hughes said.
has been awarded for the
be awarded bachelor of sci- PROBLEMS CITED
ence degrees 1n nursing. The other two schools of- maximum period of eight
Point Loma College and San fering this have had to shut years before the next NLN
Diego State University are their doors to applicants visit.
otbe only other schools offer- after quotas and spaces have Among components
1Dg a slm1la:r "higher educa- been filled, even though the judged by the team were the
tion" program, Dr. Palmer
said
The school, which 1s called
the Phllip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing Jn memory of the
late Phqip Hahn who left an
endowment of SI mllllon for
creation of the ~hool, was

ot San
TJ1t
~ ne.iy tanned nurs- ieboo} lla8 been accredfted by the National League
for __., making Jt tbe

curriculum; faculty, factllties, student qualifications
and requirements, organization and administration.
Dr. Palmer said that only
40 other nursing schools in
the nation take exclusively
registered nurses like USD.
And of those, only four others are accredited unless ad-

ditional ones were notified_ of
accreditation alo~g with
USD, Dr. Palmer sa1d.
She added tha~ ~tional
accreditation, which JS voluntary ~ shows ~at thel P1:0"
gram 1s recogruzed for its
quality and the public can be
assured of the caliber of tJ:le
~· -----~
~adu_a~

C arilying RN program
Editor: The recent article on the
problems of the nursing program at
San Diego State University refers to
~
~he competition offered by the nurso....:- mg program at University of San
~ Diego.
To offset the possibility of errone~
ous interpretation and to state the
facts, the BS program for RN's at
University of San Diego was initiated upon the recommendation of an
Advisory Committee of the Coordi>
.. nating Council of Education for the
Health Sciences.
The Advisory Committee was
com_posed of nurses and other profess1on_als representative of public
and pnvate colleges and universities
in San.Diego County. The Coordinating Council expressed its strong support for the program which it viewed
as essential to the full utilization of
the Associate Degree and Diploma
nurse.
It is unfortunate that the internal
difficulties of one institution are coupied with the unrelated initiation
o~ a sorely needed program in a
SJster institution.

.
fj

I
1

-IRENE S. PALMER, RN, Ph.D
Dean and Professor
Ha~n S~hool of Nursing
UmverSJty of San Diego
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The University of San Diego

Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing

i\j

Bachelor of Science in Nursing Program
for

SD

R.N.s only

Purpose and Overview
The program of the Hahn School of Nursing is planned specifically for the Registered Nurse who desi re s to o btain a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing. The school offers a baccalaureate program in nursing w it h a n upper division p rofessional major for registered nurses from hospital diploma and associate degree programs. The program is designed to prepare
the nurse to accept increased responsibility and to function in an independent and interdepend ent c apacity in the health care
setting.
The purpose of the nursing major is to prepare a generally educated person wh o will be prepared to assume a nursing
leadership role in meeting the health care needs of society. A graduate of the program will be equipped for beg inning practice
in family health nursing, will have a foundation for graduate education in nursing and be eligible for certification as a public
health nurse.

Typical Program of Studies
Prerequisites Completed Prior to Ju nior Year
Fall

Units

NU 130 - Nursing Science 1
• NU 131 - Pathophysiology
• NU 151 - Spanish for Health Professional
• Religious Studies Course

Junior Year

(5)
(3)
(3)
(3)

NU 140 - Nursing Science II
*NU 141 - Historical Developments of
Professional Nursing
• NU 152 - Spanish for Health Professional
• Philosophy course
• Elective

14
Senior Year

Fall
NU 145 - Nursing Science 111
NU 146 - Research Process
• Religious Studies Course

Spring

(8)
(3)
(3)
14

Spring

NU 147 - Practicum in Clinical
Investigation
NU 148 - Administrative Management
NU 149-Contemporary Nursing Issues
• Philosophy course
• Elective courses

Units

(6)
(1)
(3)

(3)
(3)

16

(3)
(3)
(1)
(3)
(6)
16

• Asterisked courses may be completed prior to the courses NU 130, 140, 145, 146,147, 148, 149, which must be taken in the sequence as shown.
Prerequisites and University General Education Requirements may be met by transfer of credit or challenge examinations.
The School of Nursing is approved by the Board of Registered Nursing as a provider for Continuing Education units.
BRN Provider No. 00488. Nursing Courses earn Continuing Education Units for relicensure.

Courses in the Professional Major
NU 130 Nursing Science 1 (5)

Focus on utilization of Nursing Process as a cognitive framework for assessment of behaviors of holistic man. Emphasis on
interpersonal communication skills. Clinical application of theories in a variety of health settings.
NU 131 Pathophysiology (3)
Study of selected principles of physiology, with focus on alterations due to the disease. Theoretical application to nursing practice.
NU 140 Nursing Science II (6)

Development of physical assessment skills. Application of these skill~ to Nursing Process. Clin ical practicum in variety of
hea lth settings. Prerequisite: Pathophysiology and Nursing Science I.
NU 141 Historical Developments of Professional Nursing (1)

Study of major influences affecting the growth of professional nursing in the United States.

y -~'.!:~~.....,..._.nll

""''"""'"l'l'!"!'!"l'lT NU 145 Nursing Science 111 (8)
Focus on family dynamics, family nursing, and the influence of culture on health. Clinical practicum in the community. Prerequisite: Nursing Science I, II and Pathophysiology.
NU 14 6 Research Process (3)
Introductory course in research design and methods. Focus on informed critique and application of nursing research.
NU 14 7 Practicum in Clinical Investigation (3)
Focus on selected clinical studies. Application in appropriate community settings.
NU 148 Admi nistrative - Management (3)
Introduction to theories of administration and management. Applicatio n to nu rsing practice.
NU 149 Contemporary Nursi ng Issues (1)

Focus on critical trends and issues in American nursing today.
NU 151-152 Spanish fo r Health Professionals (3 . 3)

A course designed to enable the health professional to communicate in Spanish. It includes the essentials of Spanish pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary and the expressions needed to understand and to make oneself understood by the Spanishspeaking client in interviews, diagnosis and professional conversations.

The University of San Diego
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing

D I am interested in learning more about the Post R. N. Baccalaureate Program.
D Please send me an application blank for admission to the University.

Admission Requirements
Current Ucensu re as a Regist ered Nurse in California
1.
_ Personal Int erview
2
3. Complet ion of Un iversity App licat ion for Adm ission, including fee

4. Three letters of ref erence from persons who know the applicant professionally .
5 _ Minimum of one year exper ience as a Registered Nurse in clinical
nu rsing ·
6

NURSING PREREQUl~ITES - These courses meet the University
· General Education Requi rements and can be met by transfer credit
or challenge exam.
A . Prio r to admission to the School of Nursing, the
app l icant is requ ired to have completed with a
grade of "C" or better, a semester course or the
equivalent in the following subjects:

z

English Composition
Biology
Physiology
Microbiology
General or Organic Chemistry
Statistics, Elementary
Sociology , Introduction to
Anthropology , Cultural or Social
Psychology , Introduction to
Psychology of Growt h and
Development
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4 units in Biology and Physiology or 8 units in Physiology
** Completed within 7 years
* ** Completed within 10 years
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B. Comprehensive Proficiency Examinations (P.E .P.)
for applicants from Diploma Programs
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College Proficiency Examination in Nursing
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Fundamentals of Nursing
Maternal and Child Nursing
Adult Nursing
Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing

I

C
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m

6 credits
6 credits
12 credits
6 credits

C. Clinical Performance Evaluation for All Applicants
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A system of evaluating the applicant's ability in nursing practice. One day is required for this practical examination which
is given by USO School of Nursing faculty in selected clinical settings.

m

(J)

Satisfactory completion of Comprehensive Proficiency Examinations and Clinical Performance Evaluation forms the basis of
awarding 30 units academic c redit for prior education and experience.
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Tuition and Fees 1978 · 79
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Application fee
Tuition (per unit 1-13 units)
14-17 units per Semester
Fee for Comprehensive Proficiency Examinations
Fee for Clinical Performance Evaluation

$20
$105/Semester Unit
$1625/Semester
$125
$30

<D

Financial Aid
Available through Financial Aid Office to qualified students
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

NEW S RELEASE

w
SD

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATIO N
CONTACT : SARAS . FINN
TELEPHONE : 714-291 -6480 / EXT . 354
ADDRESS : RM . 266 DE SALES HALL, ALCALA PARK, SAN DIEGO, CA 92110

MRS. HAHN JOINS USD TRUSTEES

REC EIVE D
NOV 19 1975

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Mrs. Philip Y. Hahn hai been elected a Trustee of the Univers ity
of San Diego.

She joins 30 other religiou s and lay people who

compris e the Board of Trustee s of this private , indepen dent Catholi c
Univers ity.
Born in Bakersf ield, Califor nia, Mrs. Hahn attended
U.C. Berkele y where she was a member of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority .
Mrs. Hahn is the widow of Philip Y. Hahn for whom the USO School
of Nursing and Allied Health Science was named .
She is a board member of the USD Auxilia ry.

She also belongs to

the Country Friends , Social Service League, Committ ee of 100, the
San Diego Symphony Women's Committ ee, Salk Institu te and lhe Kappa
Alpha Theta Alumnae .

She is a member of All Souls Episcop al Church

in Pt. Loma.
Chairma n of the Board is Bishop Leo T. Maher.
Dr. Anite V. Figuered o of La Jolla.

Other members are:

Rev. Msgr. I. Brent Eagen; San Diego
Rev. Msgr. John E. Baer; San Bernard ino
Mr.

Thomas C. Barger; La Jolla

- MORE -
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MRS. HAHN JOINS USO TRUSTEES

Mr. Robert T. Campion; Encino
Dr. H. John Cashin; Manhattan Beach
Mr. Ramon Castro; San Diego
Mrs. James S. Copley; La Jolla
Dr. Earl R. Crane; San Bernardino
Sister Frances Danz, RSCJ; Menlo Park
Mr. J. Philip Gilligan; Los Angeles
Mr. Charles Grace; Santa Monica
Mrs . Frances G. Harpst; Coronado
Miss Patricia Howe; San Francisco
Dr. Author E. Hughes; San Di ego
Mr. Peter J. Hughes; La Jo.11 a
Mr. Arthur H. Kaplan; Los Angeles
Dr. Edmund L. Keeney; La Jolla
Mr. Robert J. Keyes; Pasadena
Sister Mary Mardel, RSCJ; South San Francisco
Mr. Francisco P. Marty; San Diego
Dr. Irving Salomon; San Diego
Mr. George A. Scott; San Di ego
Mrs. C. Arnholt Smith; La Jolla
Rev. Msgr. Wi 11 i am D. Sp a in ; Sol an a Be a ch
Mr. A. Eugene Trepte; San Diego
Mr .. Bruce V. Wagner; La Jolla
Mr. Richard P. Woltman; San Diego
· Mr. Josiah L. Neeper; San Diego, Legal Counsel
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U IVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
AWARDED FEDERAL CONSTRU CTION GRANT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Dr . Auth or E. Hugh es, Presi dent of
conthe Univ ersit y of San Dieqo , annou nce d today that a feder al
ing
struc tion gran t has been award ed to t he Hahn Schoo l of Nurs
are (HEW-) . The
by the Depa rtmen t of Healt h , Educ atio n and Welf
San Diego . . .

ilette r recei ved by Hughes state s , "the cons truct ion gran t appl
ing
catio n for assis tance 1n the deve l opme nt of an educ ation build
for the schoo l of nursi ng has bee n a pprov ed and place d on the
Activ e Fund ing List, in an amount not t o e xceed $1,08 0,126 ."
As part of the agree ment , the Un ivers 1ty will be requ ired
on
to provi de match ing funds . The faci lit y will be cons truct ed
expe cted
the Alca la Park campus of the Univ ersity . The build ing is
struc tures .
to follo w the Span ish Rena issan ce arch i t ectur e of exist ing
Dean of the Schoo l of Nursi ng , Dr. Irene Palm er state d
learn ing,
that the build ing will be desig ned to provi de instr uctio nal,
B.S.
o fice and supp ort space for facul ty ; s t aff and stude nts in
degre e progr ams and Co nt in ue d Educ ation Progr ams. The
facil ity will be plann ed for the uniqu e learn ing needs of the
adul t stude nt.
and

.S

mo re •
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USO Given Grant

S-tJ~~

~~2i1,
USO wins
grant for
building

For Nurse School .
The University of San
Diego has received a $1 million federal grant for a
School of Nursing building
on the campus.
It is the first federal construction money ever granted to the private university,
and will be the first new
building on the campus since
the sports center was completed in 1962.
University President Author E. Hughes said yesterday that the building will be
started early next year, is
scheduled for completion in
early 1978, and will follow
the ornate Spanish Renaissance architecture of the
present structures.
The building will house the
new Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing, which earned full
eight-year accreditation
from the National League of
Nursing only 15 months after
the program began in J anu-

signed to meet the California
law which says that by July
1978, practicing nurses must
take continuing education to
keep up with changes.
The new school will be
designed to meet the special
needs of the working-studying nurse, said Dr. Irene
Palmer, dean of the school.
The program expects to
serve about 60 students in
the coming year, with classes spread around the campus.

A federal construction
grant of $1,080,126 for its
School of Nursing has been
awarded to the University
of San Diego.
Dr. Author E. Hughes,
USD president, announced
that the grant from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare is for construction of an education
building in the School of
Nursing. The university will
be required to provide
matching funds, he added.
Dr. Irene Palmer, dean of
the school, said the building
will be designed for instructional, learning, office and
support space for faculty, ·
staff and students.
"The population projections for San Diego and
Imperial counties alone indicate a very real need for
additional nurses in Southern California," Hughes

ary 1975.

The federal grant is a
matching fund requiring 75
per cent from the government and 25 per cent from
the university.
Hughes said the government had provided $1,080,126
from a National Institutes of
Health construction fund for
health care institutions, and
the Hahn Foundation is providing the univerity's share.
Two sites are being considered for the new structure,
both at the west end of the
campus. One is on the south
side of the campus' main
drive, next to the diocesan
office, and the other, farther
to the west, on the north side
of the road.
The university's nursing
school and program is de-

said.

"The mandate of California law which states that by
July 1978 each practicing
nurse must avail herself of
continuing education to
keep up with the changes in
patient care will be fulfilled
by the availability of the
Hahn School of Nursing to
the nurse and to the
community."
Construction is expected
to begin early in 1977,
Hughes said. It will follow
the Spanish Renaissance
architecture of existing
structures on the Alcala
Park campus, he noted.
10-SOlJTHERN CROSS, August 5, 1976

$1 million federal grant to help
USO build new nursing school
Southern Cross Reporter

With the help of a $1
million federal grant, construction of a new building
for the University of San
Diego Hahn School of Nursing will begin early next
year.
Dr. Author E. Hughes,
USO president, announced
that the U.S. Department of
Health, Educaton and Welfare has placed the proposed
building on its active construction grant list.
AS PART of the agree-

ment. the university will be
THE NEW building will
required to provide ~latching also allow the school to
funds for construction of the provide continuing education
20,000-square-foot building courses, mandatory for pracwhich will include adminis- ticing nurses by 1978 under
trative offices, conference state law.
rooms, class and seminar
Expected to follow the
rooms, an audio-visual cen- Spanish Renaissance architer and an auditorium.
tecture of current buildings
Begun with the donation of on the campus, the new
$1 million from the late building will probably be
Phillip Y. Hahn, the nursing built on the west side of the
school, directed by Dean campus either next to the
Irene Palmer, provides bach- Copley Library or next to the
elor's and master's degrees San Diego Diocesan Office
in nursing for registered building, according to Dr.
Hughes.
nurses.
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USO SCHOOL OF NURSING AWARDED ACCREDITATION

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
President Author E. Hughes today announced at a press conference that the University of San Diego's Philip Y. Hahn School of
~ursing has been accredited by the National Leaque for Nursing,
Board of Review, Department of Baecalaureate and Hi9her Deqree Programs.
Hughes stated , "It is a great honor for our Nursing School
which has only been in operation 15 months to earn initial and full
accreditation with the next NLN visit scheduled in eight years, the
maximum period."
Dr. Irene Palmer, Dean, stated that the visitation had taken
place in February and that the team evaluated how the Hahn School met
the criteria for accreditation:

The organization and administration

of both the University and the Nursing School; student qualifications
and requirements; that the faculty are academically and professionally
qualified· that the curriculum implements the philosophy, purposes,
and objectives of the program, and that the resources, facilities and
services provided by and for the University and School meet the criteria.
Dean Palmer remarked, "This honor is significant for the
Un i v e rs i t y o f S an Di e go i n s e ve r a l way s .

Th e Hah n

s c hO Ol

O

f Nu rs i n g

· s a privately endowed school, one of the very few in the United States-

th anks to the wisdom and foresight of the benefactor.
The first was
Yale in 1923.
ursin~ education began in the private sector and we

more

. ... . . . . . . . ..

22222222222222222222222222222222
e proud to contribute in providing that sustained leadership in
h n rsing profession and for our nation.
h

c bon
Th

The Reqistered Nurse is

of health and medical care in the United States.
accreditation, which is effective immediately, is also

significant to USO because on May 23 our first nursing qraduates,
13

i

number, will receive their Bachelor of Science in Nursing deqrees.
Dean Palmer stated that the graduate of an accredited bacca-

laureate program is eagerly sought by employers and graduate schools
for her clinical competence and leadership capacity.

National accredi-

ation, which is voluntary, identifies that the proqram is recognized
for its quality and the public may have confidence in and assurance
o the caliber of the qraduate.

#
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Health car e bid din g
Editor: The County Board of supervisors must be held accountable .
to their constituency, the people of
San Diego for their rejection of the
bidding to provide Home Health
Care.
Seven agencies bid. The three lowest bidders were National Home
Care; Homemaker-Upjohn; and Allied Community Services-Visiting
Nurse Homemaker Service, which js
identified as the second lowest bidder and the agency providing the
highest quality of care of all bidders.
The Board of Supervisors rejected
this bid by an arbitrary action of two
supervisors, Brown and Taylor, who
indicated they prefer profit malting
agencies in the health care industry.
The feeble reasons they offer are
that Homemaker-Upjohn's has mor
financial backing and pay taxes.e
Why should health care cost more
when the same quality can be provided to the taxpayer at less cost?
Homemaker-Upjohn is not a loca
agency. It is national in scope. Alliedl
Community Services, -a San Dieg
organization, has been more thano
satisfactorily serving our citizens for
six years while the Visiting Nurse
Assn. of San Diego has been rendering service for more than 50 years.
If this agency had been given this
contract, the cost of this care to the
individual San Diego resident would
not increase. Surely local, competent, qualified, cost-effective agencies, on a competitive bidding should
be given the contract to provide
Home Health Services when all data
so indicates rather than on the feeble
reason that they are not tax generative. The essential issue is quality
control and cost control.
The County Board of Snpervisors
has not acted in an accountable
manner in rejecting the bids presented and opening the contract for
bid again.
-IR EN E S. PAL MER R.N., Ph.D10, I
Dean and professor
' J9 76
School of Nursing
University of San DiegQ

j
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USD ANNOUNCES NURSING SCHOOL ARCHITECT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Jack Boyce, Vice President for Financial Affairs at the
Universit y of San Diego, announced that the architect ural firm of
Tucker, Sadl~r and Associate s has been selected to design the building
for the Hahn School of Nursing and Allied Health Science.

The two-

storied building will be construct ed on the Alcala Park campus
across from Founders Hall.
Groundbre aking is planned for June, 1977.

Classes in the

new building are planned for the summer of 1978.
USD recently received a grant from HEW for $1,080,12 6 for
construct ion purposes.

The building will consist of 19, square

feet of classroom and office space as well as an auditorium which
Architec turally, it will follow the Spanish

will seat 150.

Renaissan ce design of existing campus buildings .
#
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The first Master' s deg r ee in nursing in San Diego was announced
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ru,',; y by Irene Palmer, Ph . D., Dean, University of San Diego Hahn
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Th e degree program is scheduled to begin with the

spr=-ing se mester, January 31 , 1977, and will

provide options for full

t im e and part tim e study as we l l as su mmer session.

Presently, USO

offers a Bachelor of Sci e nce i n Nursinq for registered nurses.
San Diego i s th e ni nth largest metropolitan area in the nation
and until now the only one without a graduate degree nursing program.
A Mast e r' s degree in nurs i ng is an essential requirement for
clin i cal nursing s pec i a li zation, teaching, supervision, administration,
and management in nur s in g.

The program will provide a Major in Family

Health Nursing and grant a M. S. degree in nursing.

The program of

studies will require 36 unit s of study and a thesis, or 39 units of
study as a non - thesi s o pt i on.
According to De an Pa lmer,

11

the proposals for refocusing the

direction and ext e nt of health services in the nation all identify the
dual goals of the prev e nti on of di sease and disability and the promotion
of health.

These twin obj e ctiv es occur most logically within the con-

cepts of the family a n d t he community.

11

more.
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MASTER'S DEGREE IN NURSING ANNOUNCED
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The first Master's degree in nursing in San Diego was announced
today by Irene Palmer, Ph.D., Dean, University of San Diego Hahn
School of Nursing.

The degree program is scheduled to begin with the

Spring semester, January 31, 1977, and will provide options for full
t · me and part time study as well as summer session.

Presently, USO

offers a Bachelor of Science in Nursing for registered nurses.
San Diego is the ninth largest metropolitan area in the nation
and until now the only one without a graduate degree nursing program.
A Master's degree in nursing is an essential requirement for
clinical nursing specialization, teaching, supervision, administration,
and management in nursing.

The program will provide a Major in Family

Health Nursing and grant a M.S . degree in nursing.

The program of

studies will require 36 units of study and a thesis, or 39 units of
study as a non-thesis option.
According to Dean Palmer,

11

th e proposals for refocusing the

direction and extent of health services in the nation all identify the
dual goals of the prevention of disease and disability and the promotion
of health.

These twin objectives occur most logically within the con-

cepts of the family and the community.

11

mo re.
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MASTER'S DEGREE IN NURSING ANNOUNCED BY USO

Within the concept of Family Health, the s tu de nt will undert ake
theoretical and clinical study of the health maint enance and health
promotion problems of families in the several developmental st ages al ong
the life continuum which present crises and stres~ requiring r eo rg aniz ation of the life of the family, and present rich opportunities for
nursing intervention.
Preparation in the content specialty will require 15 units of study
and provide for an independent practicum in the student's selecte d area
of Family Health.

Opportunity will be provided for the student to

experience learnings in broad categories of family health problems whi le
developing competency and expertise in a specific area, for exampl e
mental health, or maternal-child, etc.
Preparation for the positional role

of teacher or administra to r -

manager of nursing is provided through theoretical and prac t i cal experiences
designed to prepare the graduate to assume a beginning positi on in one of
these roles.

The student will pursue theoretical study in both the admini-

strative-management area and the teaching-learning area, with a pr acticum
in one selected area.
Enhanced understanding of the forces affecting greater eff ectiveness
in the work setting will be provided through a course analyzing t he forces
operant in given situations.

The professional nurse pre pare d wit h a focus

on family and community nursing will be in a key position to fo s te r new
and emerging health care systems of significant sc ope and quality.

In

addition, nurses so prepared will be actively involved in the setti ngs and
environment that breed and foster the continuance of health pro bl ems .

The

opportunities for constructive influence and correction are great.
The program of studies is under the direction of Dr. Irene S. Palmer,
Dean of the Hahn School of Nursing.
#
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Tomo rrow's Nurse ...
Prepared Today
at

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

PHILIP V. HAHN

SCHOOL OF NURSING

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

PHILIP V. HAHN SCHOOL OF NURSING
Th e Bachelor of Science in Nursing Program
PURPOSE
The program of the Hahn School of Nursin
g is
planned specifically for the R.N. who desi res
to further her education . The School offers a B.S.
program
in nursing with an upper divisio n professional
major.
The purpose of the nursing major is to prepa
re a
libera lly educated person who will be prepa
red to assume a nursing leadership role in the determ inatio
n of
the health care needs of society. A graduate of
the program will be equipped for beginning clinica l practi
ce as
a family health nurse practi tioner . She will
have a
found ation for graduate education in nursing
and wi II
be eligible for certifi cation as a public health
nurse.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE HAHN
SCHOOL OF NURSING
As an academic unit of the unive rsity, the Hahn
School of Nursing reflects the philos ophy
of the
Unive rsity of San Diego. The facult y believes
that stu dents benef it from a liberal education where
emphasis
is placed upon the poten tialitie s of man as a
physical,

spiritu al, ration al being and as a creati on of
God. The
facult y believes that a Christian enviro nmen t
congr uent
with the teachings and values of the Roman
Catho lic
Church provides a viable matri x for the learni
ng of
nursing.
The facult y believes that there are differ ent
avenues to the achievement of professional goals.
To this
end, the facult y has provid ed the necessary
flexib ility
for entry of the R .N . stude nt into higher
educa tion
and for facilit ating her progress throu gh the
course of
study .
Each learner is entitle d to pursue as much educa
tion as she believes she desires. Experiences
, motiv ations and abiliti es are factor s in affect ing the
indivi d ual's realization of her goals and purposes.
The facult y accepts the belief that learning
is an
individ ualize d endeavor and takes place in a
variet y of
modes. The curric ulum design will utilize
and build
upon the learner's existin g knowl edge and ski
I ls. Coun seling and guidance are provid ed in order to
meet the
uniqu e needs of each stude nt.
Believing that the role of the professional nurse

shoul d be nurtu red and actua lized, the facult
y accepts
the obliga tion to assist the R.N . stude nt redefi
ne and
develop her capacities to assume the professional
nurse
role. Educa tion for R .N. licensure prepares
the person
for first level nursing practi ce and can form
part of the
base upon which professional nursin g can be
built. Pro fessional educa tion prepares a pract itione r
by exten d ing her sphere of knowl edge and devel oping
her cogni tive skills in resolving intrica te and diverse proble
ms.
The facult y believes in provid ing the stude nt
with
learning experiences which will enable her to
functi on
as a professional nurse in an ever-changing
societ y and
to realize her respo nsibil ity for meeti ng socie
ty's nursing needs.

PHILOSOPHY OF NUR SING
Man is a bioph ysical , psychosocial, spiritu al
being
living in dynam ic intera ction with his enviro
nmen t. He
strives to meet his basic needs and achieve self-a
ctuali zation . Man is guided by the values of his cultur
e and
intera cts with people from his own and other
cultur es.
Amon g the rights of man are the universals:
the riyht
to self-d eterm inatio n and the right to recog
nition of
his own worth and dignit y.
The funda menta l purpose of nursing is the care
of
huma n beings . Nursin g assists individ uals
and their
famili es to maint ain, restore and impro ve their
level of

wellness; to do for persons that which they
are unabl e
to do for t~emselves; to aid and comfo rt them
is crises
of a health -illness nature along the life contin
uum .
. Nursing i~ a learned profession characteriz
ed by
service to societ y throu gh nursing practi ce
. Profes sional nursin g is the transl ation of intelle ctual
activi ties into ~um~ nistic interv ention s. As a learne
d profes s10n, nursin g 1s based upon knowl edge drawn
from the
bioph ysical , psychosocial sciences and huma
nities .
Such kno":'ledge is organized into concepts,
hypotheses
and theori es from which nursing science
is derive d.
Nursing science is the bedro ck of nursin g practi
ce .
Nursin g practi ce . is the applic ation of knowl
edge
throug ~ th~ formu lation of nursin g judgm
ents based
on pat1~nts needs; the design and imple menta
tion of
approp:1ate nursing interv ention s; and the
contin ual
evalu ation of the client 's response . Nursin
g strives to
~xten d _,ts sph:re of practi ce and seeks more
fruitfu l
~n'.eract1ons with oth~r health professionals.
Nursin g
1s inde~ enden t of and interd epend ent with other
health
profess1on_s and assumes an active role as
consumer
advocate in the delive ry of health care .
. Th~ professional nurse has a respo nsibil ity
for the
deline ation and_ ~~tension of nursing scienc
e. She
assumes ~espons1b11ity and is accou ntable for
the nature
a_nd qualit y o'. her nursing practi ce. She pursue
s con tinued professional devel opme nt.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM
The graduate will:

1.

)den_tify, in_itiat~, imple ment and evaluate
appro priate nursing care requir ed by people
in diverse s1tuat1ons and circumstances.

2.

Synthesize knowl edge from the huma nities
and behavioral and biolog·ical
the design of nursin g practi ce.

3.

Contr ibute to exten ding the boundaries
of nursin g science
nursing practi ce.

4.

Assume respo nsibil ity as consumer advocate
in the provis ion of health care.

5.

Be able to functi on as an indep enden t and
v·d
interd epend ent health team
·
·
·
·
1 mg nursin g services an d .in redesigning the
mem b er in
prohealth care system.

6.

Ident ify her own learning needs and assum
e respo nsibil ity for
professional reper toire.

7.

.

~

sciences in

Be accou ntable and responsible for her nursin
g practi ce .

h
t rough the analysis of

augm enting her own

Philip v. Hahn School of Nursing
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS FOR B.S.
IN NURSING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
NU 110

I.

An evaluation of previous education
and experience to dete rmin e academic
cred it . Prerequisite to nursing majo r.

General Education Requirements:
3 units
6 units (one course each year)
6 units (one course each year)
3 units
6 units

English Composition
Religious Studies
Philosophy
One elective from Division I
Electives or transfer units

NU 130

Art
English
French
German
Music
Spanish
Latin
Speech
Theatre

Prerequisites to the Nursing Major: Thes
e Prerequisite requirements simultane
ously fulfil l
General Education requirements in Divis
ions I, 11, and 111.
Division 11 12 units
Sociology, Intro duct ion
Cultural or Social Anth ropo logy
Psychology, Intro duct ion
Psychological Grow th and
Development
NU 110, Nursing Process

111.

Division 111
Biolo gy
Chemistry
Mathematics
Physics
Micr obio logy
Physiology

Division II
Anth ropo logy
Economics
Histo ry
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology

Division I

Division 111
3 units
3 units
3 units
3 units
(0)

The second course in the profession
al majo r. Focus on fami ly centered
nursing, stud y of
fami ly dyna mics and influ ence of
cultu re on roles of indiv idua ls in fami
ly health practices.
Iden tifica tion of princ iples of nursing
and deve lopm ent of the nursing proce
ss in integ ratio n
of knowledge for design of signi fican
t nursing practices required by indiv
idua
ls and families.
Development of skills and abilit ies need
ed for the professional nurse to func
tion
as a prim ary
care agent in the health care deliv ery.
Theoretical ·and clinic al development
in nursing assessmen t; emphasis on synthesis and integ
ratio n of theories of nursing for direc
t appl icatio n in
increasingly com plex and diverse heal
th care situations.

NU 145

0-4 units
4-8 units
4 units
4 units
3 units

NURSING SCIENCE II (9)

NURSING SCIENCE Ill (9)
The third professional course. Emp
hasis on the com mun ity and its healt
h needs. Assessmen t of com mun ity heal th resources,
problems; epidemiological basis of heal
th and disease;
natural histo ry of disease; care of the
ill at hom e; roles and responsibilities
of
the
professional
nurse in the com mun ity; clinic al prac
tice in com mun ity health settings.
Practice in physical
assessment skills unde r the guidance
of a prec epto r.

NU 150

NURSING SCIENCE IV (9)
The final course in the professional
majo r. Stress on critic al inqu iry, clinic
al management of
groups of clients; deve lopm ent of leade
rship skills; design of inde pend ent stud
y.

Professional Curriculum : These units
are Upper Division units.
Nursing Science I, II, 111, IV
Spanish for the Health Professional

NU 140

19 units

Biology
Physiology
Micr obio logy
General or Organic Chemistry
Statistics

NURSING SCIENCE I (6)
The first professional course intro duci
ng the stud ent to the concepts of profe
ssional iden tity,
acco unta bility and resp onsi bility , foun
datio ns of professional nursing; issue
s and trends influ encing the profession. Expl orati on
of theories of hom eody nam ics and
their impl icati ons for
health sustenance of indiv idua ls along
the life cont inuu m. Stud y of man's
adaptive mechanisms
in a milie u of inter nal and external
change. Inqu iry in theo retic al and
empirical bases for
initia ting nursing inter vent ions to
prom ote appr opria te health main
tenance adaptions
throu ghou t the life span.

Nine units in each of the Three Divisions

11.

NURSING PROCESS (0)

33 units
6 units

NU 151-152
SPANISH FOR HEALTH PROFESSION
ALS (3-3)
A course designed to enable the healt
h professional to com mun icate in Span
ish. It includes
the essentials of Spanish pron unci ation
, grammar, voca bula ry and the expre
ssions needed to
understand and to make oneself unde
rstood by the Spanish speaking clien
t in interviews,
diagnosis, and professional conversat
ions.

TUITION and FEES
Application fee .. . .. . . . .. ... . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .. $20
Tuition (per unit) 1-13 units . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . .. $74/Semester unit
14-17 units per Semester .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1150/Semester
ROOM and BOARD. . ..... .. . . ... . . . . . .... . .. . . . . ... $1400/year
FINANCIAL AID
Available through Financial Aid Office to qualified students
Nursing Student Loan Program
National Direct Student Loan Program
Ai:lditional information on Financial Assistance available from:
National League for Nursing
10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019

Tuition Payment Plans available .
Information on Veteran's benefits available through the Veteran's Affairs Office at the University.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Part-time or full -time study programs are possible.
Pre-requisites to nursing major can be met by transfer
credits, challenge exams or taking course(s).

ing an olympic-size swimming pool, gymnasium, stadium, tennis courts and a baseball field.

Validation credit given for previous education and experience through review of individual record .

Alcala Park's ten buildings include the lmmaculata
Church, the School of Law, the Law and Copley
Libraries, four administrative and classroom buildings
(Serra, DeSales, Camino and Founders) which also include the University dining hall, the Camino Theatre,
and residence areas, graduate student resident apartments, and the University recreation center, compris-

San Diego, the second largest city in California, is
a thriving metropolitan area and a rapidly growing center for health, medicine and science. Rich and varied
clinical facilities are located within easy distance of the
University. Cultural diversities existent in a bilingual
community contribute to personal and professional
growth . Multiple recreational , cultural and social facil ities are available and within easy access.

HISTORICAL SKETCH
The University of San Diego , a dynamic, coeducational Catholic institution , was chartered in 1949.
Its first unit, the San Diego College for Women, began
classes in 1952. The College for Women was erected,
financed and equipped by the Society of the Sacred
Heart.

CAMPUS
The University of San Diego is built on a campus
occupying a 160-acre tableland at the western end of
Kearny Mesa, high on a hill commanding inspiring
views of the Pacific Ocean, Mission Bay, San Diego
Harbor, and the surrounding mountains. The campus,
named after the Spanish university city of Alcala -scene of the labors of St. Didacus (San Diego), is
superbly located in an urban area, ideally close to the
business, cultural , residential and recreational areas of
California's birthplace and second largest city.

LOCATION

The second unit of the University, the College for
Men , sponsored and financed by the Diocese of San
Diego, was opened in 1954. Its founder , the Most
Reverend Charles F. Buddy , first Bishop of San Diego,
envisioned the University 's increasingly influential posi t ion in education, both for the Diocese and for the
San Diego community.

~

'BE1'

The first professional school on the Alcala Park
campus, the School of Law, was inaugurated in 1954.
Change and innovation have marked the educational development of the University of San Diego in
recent years. In 1967, there began an effort to provide

CO'/eo/1/AVO

..

.

~icher educat_ional advantages to the students by sharing the curricula ·of the College for Men and the
College for Women . This coordination led to the full
legal unification of the separate colleges in July, 1972 .
Tod~y on ~he Alcala Park campus there is a single,
co-educational , independent University, Catholic in the
post-V~tican II sense, composed of a College of Arts
and Sciences and four professional schools -- the School
of Law, the School of Education , the School of Busiiness Adm inistration , and the Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing and Allied Health Science, designed especially
for the R .N . student seeking a baccalaureate degree .

For further information, write to :

Dr. Irene S. Palmer
Philip Y . Hahn School of Nursing
Alcala Par k
San D iego , Cal iforn ia 92110

Decemb er 10, 1976

To:

All Member s of the Staff and Faculty

From:

Preside nt Hughes ( / •

·-/~<...------

We are pleased to announ ce that the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing has
been selected as benefic iary of the Kathryn Crosby /Honda Civic Golf
Tournam ent to be held March 25-27 at the Whispe ring Palms Golf Course
in Rancho Santa Fe.
Since Kathryn Crosby herself is a register ed nurse the selectio n of our
own School of Nursing for this project is appropr iate.
We are confide nt that the identifi cation of the Univers ity in this tournam ent
will be of ultimate benefit to every Univers ity departm ent by providi ng us
with nationa l exposu re on T. V. and introdu cing a large number of new friends
to the Univers ity and the total program .
The support and interest of everyon e on campus will help insure a continu ing
associat ion which will be definite ly to our advanta ge.

AEH's

UNIVERSI TY OF SAN DIEGO

.

ALCALA PARK, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORN IA 92110

.

(714) 291 -6480
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

The University of San Diego Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
has been designated as the charity to benefit from the Kathryn Crosby/
Honda Civic Golf Tournament to be held at Whispering Palms, Rancho
Santa Fe, California, March 24-27.

This tournament, with a $165,000

purse, is the second largest in the Ladies Professional Golf Association.
Kathryn Crosby, who is a Registered Nurse, has requested that the funds
realized be used for scholarships.

Kathryn is the wife of Bing Crosby.

The Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing was founded in 1974 through
an endowment by the late Philip Y. Hahn.

Created to enable the

Registered Nurse to obtain a BSN degree, the School was accredited by
the National League for Nursing in the Spring of 1976, and graduated its
first class of 13 students 1n May, 1976.
On December 6, 1976, Dean Irene S. Palmer announced the new
Master's degree in Nursing.

The first classes began this January.

the Fall of 1976, continued education courses for RNs

In

were initiated.

The University of San Diego is composed of a College of Arts
and Sciences, and four professional schools - School of Business
Administration, School of Education, School of Law, and the Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing.
For further information call Maureen Herrill, Public Relations
Office, University of San Diego, (714) 291-6480, ext. 354.
#
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WHISPERING -pALMS SITE OF CLASSIC

~ - z _ . 10 , 1fo

$16 5,0 00 LPGA tou rne ysl ate d
By BOB ANGUS
Amy Alcott called it "a fabulous
tournament and a feathe~ in the hat
of the Ladies Profession al Goll
Assn."
And the $165,000 Kat_hryn Crosby
Honda Civic Golf Classic, scheduled
March 23_27 at Whispering Palms

Country Club will be just that - the
third richest event on the 1977 LPGA
tour schedule.
Announcement of the tournament
was made yesterday at Whispering
Palms with Alcott, one of the tour's
rising young stars, and Susan
O'Conner Downer of La Jolla repre-

senting the LPGA.
Kathryn Crosby, whose husband
Bing founded the famed Clambake
at Rancho Santa Fe and subsequently moved it to Pebble Beach, will
serve as. the honorary chairman.
A registered nurse, Mrs. Crosby
said the beneficiary of the tournament proceeds will be the Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing at USD.
School officials said the monies realized will be directed to the scholarship fund.
The purse will be more than four
times greater than for any previous
women's tournament played in the
San Diego area.
Alcott said she first heard of the
tournament when she returned from
a tour of the Far East for three
LPGA events, oneDf which she won.
"I was very excited about it -

I especially since I am a Southern

· Californian (from Santa Monica)
and have a soft spot in my heart for
everything about the area.
"But the main thing is that the
LPGA has made great strides in the
two years I've been on the tour. Ray
Volpe (LPGA commissioner) has
taken hold of the tour and has it
going in the right direction.
"He wants to change it from a
second pedestal to the men's tour to
a place of its own - a focal place in
sports."
(Cont. on page u-2, cot,. ti)
----

The Kathryn Crosby/H onda Civic Golf Classic will enable Mira Mesa resident
Wanda Callies and others like her to continue her nursing education at the
University of San Diego's Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing, and still have
from the ,six-day event,
1 time to spend with her daughter , Susan. All proceeds
Country Club in Rancho
Palms
g
Wlilisperin
at
22
March
: which begins Tuesday,
: Santa Fe, will benefit the scholarship fund at the USD nursing school. For
1further informati on, phone 291-6480.
I
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EDIATE RELEASE
SA

DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
The University of San Diego has received a $359,449 grant from

the W. K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan for expansion of
the baccalaureate nursing education program at its Philip Y. Hahn School
of

ursing and to develop an off-campus nursing education program in

Imperial County.
The award is for a three-year period.

Through the use of these

funds the USO Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing will be able to develop
innovative approaches to nursing service in the community, particularly
the twin role of nurse educators/practitioners and research in the nurse
practitioner role.
A learning resource center will be established in the Nursing
School building for the nursing students' independent learning and
acquisition of skills.
The contemplated Imperial County off-campus educational program
will be the same as the Bachelor of Science Program on the USD campus
which prepares nurses for family practice in a variety of settings.
The grant provides that three faculty members will live in Imperial County.
It is planned that classes will be held in local community health facilities and at Imperial College.
"We are honored and pleased to receive this substantial recognition,"
said President Author Hughes in his announcement,

11

because it not only

recognizes the excellence of the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing but
al so the work of Dean Irene Pal mer and her competent staff.

11

more---------

22222222
W. K. Kellog g Found ation grant

In expres sing her apprec iation Dean Palmer said, "This grant
will substa ntially influe nce the abilit y of the Unive rsity of San Diego
to help improve nursin g educat ion thus result inq in an increa sed and
imp roved nursin g servic e to greate r numbers of people s. 11

#
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USD student nurse profiled

are ..really helpful."
Like all the other unmg
tudents in the Baccalaureate
program, he i alre dy a
Registered une. Odom )'I
she is going back to chool to
better improve her chances of
advancement. he only bold, a
u
two year degree in
from Southwe tern Collep in
Chula Vista.
Odom explained that •in the
v A system a two year anduatc
at
can only ao o hiah. and
that level."
She has been workina in the
v A system incc 1972 and
no complain about ortiq
in a government hospttaL
Currently he works m the
DeramatololY Ward althoup
she has worked in aim every
other section of the ho pital
She enjoyed workiq an eYel')'
section explaining bemUle I
like learnina new tbinp."
he especially Ii~ workina
with children and the ~ y
m to need
because "they
you the mo t."
Nur ing wa a lifelona
7
a
dream for her that
partially reinforced by the
death of her Grandmother
hen Odom wa 16 ye r
old.
u
She says be lilt
because of the opportunity it
gives her to do aomethina for
for
people who can't do
tbennelva.
a urw
She
•ffelpiq the tick to
and helpiq the bNWlJ nay
healthy.• And the •YI dial
while it is trqic to . . . _ , _
die it ii "the pNtelt

those times her family comes
through and helps h r out. She
feels very grateful to her
What's it like to be a mother
mother for all the help she's
of two boys ages 8 d 11, to
given in helping in her Nursing
work full time and go to school
career.
full time? Ask Barbara Odom,
About her life Odom says,
a student at USD's Philip
"If I had it to do all over again
Hahn School of Nursing and
rd get my schooling out of the
she'll tell you in one word:
way before I tried to raise a
"busy."
family. But, I have no regrets
Odom works about 25 hours
about my life as I feel I'm more
a week as a registered nurse at
mature and I've learned a lot
the VA Hos Pit a I, w hi I e
this way."
attending classes. On her off
Odom started attending
days she can be found at 8
USO in 1975 taking one class
football field, baseball, or
at night. At the time USO was
soccer field watching her sons
the only school in the San
play.
Diego area offering a BaccaHow can she keep up the
laureate program in Nursing.
hectic pace? She says that she
Other schools in the area now
couldn't do it if it weren't for
offer similar programs. But,
her children. "They help out
despite the cost of USD_'s
a lot around the house and the
education she says she wall
youngest one will often wake
probably finish her education
me up in the morning so I get
here.
off to work on time."
She thinks the Nursing
She says she has been active
program at USD, although
her entire life so she is used to
new is basically a good one
- - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - ' the hectic pace, but even so she
that is improving every year.
says there are times when she'd
__
_ ct_o~rs
he.. .:r._ in_s_tru
s a::,,y:...:s-=~ s=h==e--=
~ nd
like to quit everything. A~t.______ __.A
by David K. Rankin

rm

aoe a patient who you

will oner make it Ill up
10 home well after •

weeks."_ _ _ _ _ __

Hur# Barbtlrt, Odom O nutknt in IM 111twnlty'8 MW ""'7ilt6 pro,nmt, 18 ~
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who fm! ~ - and_~
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School of
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NURSING WORKSHOP AT USO
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Seventy reqistered nurses are enrolled for the ~ay seventh
workshop, "Perspective s on ~ursinq Research" to be held at the
University of San Diego.

The 9 a.m. to 12:10 p.m. event is sponso rerl

by the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursino.
Faculty members are Marcella navis, R.N., Ph.n., Associate
Chief of Nursinq Researc~, Veterans Administratio n Hospital, San f1ieqo;
Irene S. Palmer, R.N . , Ph . D., nean, Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing,
University of San Diego; Evelyn Sobol, R.N., Ph.D . , Associate
Professor, Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing.
Participants will e arn three ho urs of continuing education
c red i t.

Reser vat i ons ma,v be made b .v ca 11 i n q the

I JS

n Confer en c e Cent e r

at 291-6480.
#
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PLEASE POST
Workshop

PERSPECTIVES
ON
NURSING
RESCARGH
Sponsored -by USD Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
DE SALES HALL,
SALOMON LECTURE THEATRE,
MAY 7, 1977, 9am to 12:30pm
APPROVED BY THE CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF REGISTERED NURSING
PROVIDER NUMBER 00488
THREE HOURS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT

PLEASE POST
Workshop

PERSPECTIVES
ON
NURSING
RESEARCH
Sponsored by USD Phi l ip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
DE SALES HALL ,
SALOMON LECTURE THEATRE ,
MAY 7, 1977, 9am to 12 : 3 0pm
APPROVED BY THE CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF REGISTERED NURSING
PROVIDER NUMBER 00488
THREE HOURS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT
PURPOSE
The workshop is designed to permit an exchange of ideas concerning
the research process in nursing, the historical perspective of nursi ng research, the development and extension of research into aspects
of patient care and the education of the professional nurse .
FACULTY
Associate Chief of Nursing Research ,
Veterans Administration Ilospital ,
San Diego, California
Ire ne s. Palmer, R.N., Ph.D. Dean , Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing ,
University of San Diego
Associate Professor , Philip Y. Hahn
Ph.D.
,
Eve lyn Sobol, R.N .
School of Nursing , University of San Diego

Marcella Davis, R.N., Ph.D .

SCHEDULE
9-l0am
10-10:30am
10:30-ll:30arn
ll:30-12:30prn

Irene S. Palmer
"Historical Research Methods,"
Coffee, Refreshments (included in fee)
"Nursing Research in the Clinical Setting with Nurses :
Some Problems and Issues," Marcella Davis
"Self Actualization and the Baccalaureate Student ' s
Reponse to Stress," Evelyn Sobol

For further information please telephone Mal Rafferty ,
Conference Center Director, 291-6480, Ext. 22 1.

ENROLLMENT FORM
PERSPECTIVES ON NURSING RESEARCH
#00488 - Three Hours of Continuing Education Credit
Mail to: CONFERENCE CENTER
University of San Diego
San Diego, California, 92110
Enclosed find check (payable to USD) in the amoun t of $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to
cover _ _ _ _ _ enrollments in PERSPECTIVES ON NURSI NG RE SEARCH WORKSHOP.
Fee: $5.00 per person. (Telephone reservations accepte d - 29 1 -6480 ext.221)
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Institution _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ State _ __ _ _ __ _ __ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Horne Phone ___________

Day Phone _ __ __ _ _

ss*----------
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TELEPHONE: 714-291-6480 / EXT. 354
ADDRESS: RM,266 DE SALES HALL, ALCALA PARK, SAN DIEGO, CA 92110

USO ANNOUNCES CAMPUS SOCIAL EVENTS
The University of San Diego has several important dates on its calendar
for campus social events.
On Friday, August 26, as a part of America's Finest City Week, the
School of Business Administration will officially inaugurate its new home
in the building on the east end of the Alcala Park campus.

The building

was formerly called the Apostolic Center and was utilized by St. Francis
Seminary.

The Business School was moved into the newly redesigned and re-

decorated facility to accommodate the increase in faculty and students.
Ceremonies will take place at 4:30 p.m. at the front entrance to the building.
An invitational reception will be held on the Rusiness School patio from 5-7 pm.
On September 6, President and ~rs. Author E. Huqhes will host a luncheon
in their official residence, Casa de Alcala.

The occasion will honor eighteen

new faculty members and administrators.
At 4:30 p.m. that same day, the site dedication for the Philip Y. Hahn
School of Nursing building- will take place.

The buildinq will be constructed

on the ground across from Founders Hall.
At 5 p.m. President and Mrs. Hughes will host a reception in Founders
Patio for Trustees, faculty, and administrators to celebrate the opening of
USD's twenty-eighth year.
A new court room being constructed in the USO School of Law will be
dedicated on November 7.

The day-long ceremonies will conclude with a dinner

honoring the participants.
January 21 has been selected for the President's Club dinner held each
year to honor special donors to the University.
#

#

#
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ADDRESS: RM. 266 DE SALES HALL, ALCALA PARK, SAN DIEGO, CA 92110

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Fall Semester at the University of San Diego will officially open
on Tuesday , September 6 with ceremonies dedicating the site of the
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing .

The 4:30 p .m. ceremonies will be
held on the lot across from Founders Hall , Alcala Park .
The program will be as follows :
Invocation - Reverend Laurence Dolan, USD Chaplain
Greetings - Sr. Sally Furay
History - Nursing Dean Dr . Irene Pa:Lm.er
Blessing of the Site - Bi shop Leo T . Maher , Chairman of
the Board of Trustee s
Dedication and Ground Breaking - President Author E . Hughes
assisting Mrs . Philip Y. Hahn
Rear Admiral (ret) Herbert Stoecklein , a member of the Nursing
School Advisory Board, will act as Master of Ceremonies .
Following the event , President and Mrs . Hughes will host a reception
honoring new faculty and staff .

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Pictures requested .

Mrs . Hahn will use the gold- plated shovel which
had been presented to Philip Y. Habn i n 1968 on the occasion of groun d
breaking for his new Crosman Arms Co . factory at East Bloomfield , New
York .
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TO:

All University Personnel

FROM:

John J. Zeterberg, Director, Physical Plant

DATE:

SepteMber 14, 1977

RE:

Phillip Y. Hahn School of ~ursing Project

The C.E. Wylie Construction Company will begin the site preparation
(excavation) work for the School of tlursing on Wednesday, Sertember
14, 1977 at 7:00 a.m.

Noisy earth movinq equipment will be

operating for approximatel y one week in the area across from
Camino and Founders Halls.

We regret any inconvenienc e this may

cause, and will make every effort to complete this phase of the
construction process as speedily as possible.

Als~ the start of construction will necessitate closinq the temporary dirt parking area opposite Camino Hall for the duration of
the construction period.

We request your cooperation, and suggest

you use the west parking lot, or the narkino spaces on west narian
Way in lieu of the temporary field.

C'
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The Board of Trustees

SD

University of San Diego
invite you
to the site dedication for
The Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
on Tuesday, September sixth

Ceremonies will be held at four thirty o'clock
on the lot across from Founders Hall

I

ili
~

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Public Relations

SD
Program for the Site Dedication
of the
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
September 6, 1977
Greetings

Sr. Sally Furay, Provost

Master of Ceremonies -

Rear Adm. Herbert Stoecklein, (ret.)
Member, Nursing School Advisory Board

Invocation

Reverend Laurence Dolan
University Chaplain

History

Dean Irene Palmer, Ph.D.

Blessing of Site

Bishop Leo T. Maher
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Remarks

President Author E. Hughes

Groundbreaking

Mrs. Philip Y. Hahn, assisted by
President Hughes

-

Reception following on patio east of Founders Hall.

Alcala Park/ San Diego, California 92110 / (714) 291-6480
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IN THE YEAR MARKING THE CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSJ.\RY OF THE FOUNDING OF MJDERN NURSING
IN OUR NATION1 AN OUTSTANDING PHILANTHI ROPIST THE LATE PHILIP Y, HAHN MADE HIS
PREFERENCES KNOWN TO THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO FOR THE ENDOt-/MENT OF A ScHOOL OF
NURSING WHICH NOW BEARS HIS NAME,

19731 AND

FROM THAT AUSPICIOUS DATE IN

GOOD WILL AND SUPPORT OF TiiE LATE PHILIP y• HAHN AND l·HS WI00\.4-11

Wini TiiE

MURIEL Mt.\RSH HAHNJ

OUR DEVOTED FRIEND AND FAITiiFUL BENEFACTOR1 UNIVERSITY TRUSTEE AND MEMBER OF TiiE
ScHOOL OF NURSING ADVISORY CoM~-,11TTEE1 TiiE SCHOOL HAS EMERGED FROM ITS FORf'-1ATIVE
CHRYSALIS AND IS NOW EXPECTANTLY STANDING AT TiiE FUTURE TiiRESHOLD OF ITS NEW HOME,
IN TiiE INTERVENING SPAN OF TIME OF BARELY TiiREE YEARS1 TiiE SCHOOL HAS RECRUITED
ITS FACULTY1 AND IS ADMITTING ITS FOURTii CL.ASS1 AND HAS BEGUN TiiE FIRST Mt.\STER'S
PROGRAM IN NURSING SOUTH OF Los ANGELES,

LEss THAN EIGHTEEN MJNTiiS A-FTER ADMITTING ITS FIRST CL.ASS) TiiIRTEEN
INTREPID\"IOMEN WERE GRADUATED IN 1976 FROM A NATIONALLY ACCREDITED PROGRAM OF
STUDIES,

-

FOR TiiE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO MAKE TiiE GRANT AWARD,

•

-

•• ._. · · · · -

1 """11L...I

1\L\:)(UJ.f\L-J.J

OFFICIAL APPROVAL FOR COMvlITMENT

OF FUNDS WAS RECEIVED IN JUNE 1976, THE CONSTRUCTION OF TiiIS BUILDING SOON TO BEGIN
IS A SINGULAR EXAMPLE OF PEOPLE POWER1 FROM TiiE FAITii AND CONFIDENCE OF A-fILIP AND MURIEL

-

_ ,--

_..,.

_..._""

/

I

WITH THE BEGINNING OF THE FIRST NURSING COURSES IN JANUARY 1975)
I RECEIVED A FORM 2,·,
LETTER FROM AN OFFICE IN DHEW IN WASHINGTON ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY
OF FEDERAL
fvONEY TO BU I LD AN INSTRUCTIONAL BU I LD ING FOR THE NURSING SCHOOL,
I PROPOSED THE
r{)TION TO PREISDENT HUGHES AND TI-IE IDEA BEGAN TO TAKE HOLD OF CONST
RUCTING A NURSING
SCHOOL BUILDING FUNDED IN PART THROUGH PUBLIC fYONIES, A GRANT WAS
SUBSEQUENTLY WRITTEN
AND SUBMITTED BY MARCH OF 1975. No GRANT WRITTEN FOR THE FEDERAL
GoVERNMENT EVER Is
ACCEPTED AS WRITTEN) AND THE SIJ"lt,1ER OF 1975 WAS SPENT IN REWRITING
SECTIONS AND
EXPLAINING PORTIONS OF THAT OOCUMENT WHICH TO US HERE AT USD SEEME
D PERFECTLY LUCID)

CLEAR AND SPECIFIC!

WE HUNG IN SUSPENsE UNTIL DECEMBER i975 WHEN WE RECEIVED NOTICE
THAT THE GRANT WAS APPROVED BUT THAT NO FUNDS WERE ALLOCATED, WADIN
G THROUGH THE
USUAL AfVDUNT OF FEDERALISE WE LEARNED THAT f'IONETARY APPROPRIATIONS
WERE VERY RESTRICTED)
ALJv'OST TO THE POINT OF NON-EXISTENCE,
IN APRIL 1976) THE TIDE WAS TURNED WHEN OUR
STALWART SUPPORTER MURIEL MARSH HAHN rvlADE THE CO/VMITMENT FOR THE
fvlATCHING fv'ONEY REQUIRED
FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO fvlAKE THE GRANT AWARD, OFFICIAL APPRO
VAL FOR CO/VMITMENT
OF FUNDS WAS RECEIVED IN JUNE
L

-

1976,

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS BUILDING SOON TO BEGIN
IS A SINGULAR EXAMPLE OF PEOPLE POWER) FROM THE FAITH AND CONFIDENCE
OF A-iILIP AND MURIEL

1

I

~N, FROM TI-IE MRICAN PEOPLE,TO TI-IE STRONG COOPERATIVE, COLLEGIAL EFFORT
OF THE
ENTIRE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY, TI-IE TRUSTEES, lHE PRESIDENT, AUTI-fOR HUGHES, lHE
PROVOST
SISTER SALLEY FURAY 't-lHO WAS MIJJtHFE TO THE SCHOOL, GIL BROWN, JACK fuYCE,
RAY BRANDES

3,

AND JAMES fvbRIARITY WHO DID ARCHEOLOGICAL RESEARCH, lHE SCHOOLS FACULTY AND
STUDENTS
AND ALl.JtvlNAE WHO ARE HERE TODAY REJOICING WITI-i US,

Now, AT ANY PUBLIC CEREMONY, SARA FINN IS ALWAYS URGING ME TO HAVE LOTS OF MY NURSES
AROUND IN lHEIR LITTLE CAPS TO 't-lHICH I RESPOND THATS AN OLD FASHIONED OUT
M)DED,
EMOTIONAL APPEAL, HOWEVER, TODAY SARA, WE HAVE A "CAPPING" CEREMONY APPRO
PRIATE TO lHE DAY,

•
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USD Ground Breaking
It was Back to School with
pomp, cJrcwnstance and a
gold-plated shovel the other
afternoon at the University
qt San Diego.
Pfflddent Author Hughes
anct
wife, Marge, signaled tbe start of the fall
semester with (1) the ded1·
caUon of the site of the new
Philip Y. Hahn School of

Is.Gold-Plated Event

BURL

STIFF

Nursing and (Z) an al fresco

reception honoring new faculty and staff.
Art Hughes shared the
ground-breaking ceremony
with Muriel Hahn, widow of provost Sister Sally Furay, lized occasion - the men in
industrialist Phillp Hahn.
Rev. Laurence Dolan, the their jackets and ties, the
And they didn't wield just nursing school's Dean Irene women in their tailored clasany old public relations Palmer, and Bishop Leo sics. (No little white gloves,
man's shovel; they em- Maher, chairman of the but you wouldn't have been
ployed the gold-plated imple- board of trustees.
surprised.)
ment which had been pre- The two-story, 18,000- Passing by, bemused unisented to Phillp Hahn in 1968 square-foot building should versity students in the uniwben he broke ground for his be finished by the middle of versal uniform - shorts, Tnew Crosman Anns Co. fac- next year. Architect Hal shirts, Adidas; give or take
tory 1n East Bloomfield, Sadler, of Tucker, Sadler & a garment - eyed the gathN.Y. (That's the Daisy Air Associates, was there for the ering from the infinite disRifle, tor one thing.)
celebration, along with other tance of their youth.
The ceremonies, while longtime USD boosters like
impressive, were not pon- Gene Trepte, Helen Anne
derous. Credit for that goes Bunn, Peter Hughes, et al. ·
to all who had a hand in the Afterwards, everybody
program: retired Rear Adm. trooped across the street to
Herbert Stoecklein, a mem- the shady patio of Founders'
ber of the ow-sing school Hall for wine and hors
advisory board who was d'oeuvres.
master of ceremonies, USD It was a relaxed and civi-

Helping mark.the start ~f [!SD's fall seme~ter at the
new nursing school dedication and reception .were,
dockwise from top left, Hal Sadler, retired_ Rear Adm.
Herbert Stoecklein, Muriel Hahn and Dons Durrell.

USD NURSING SCHOOL -Groundb reaking ceremonies last week for the Philip y.
Hahn School of Nursing on the University of San Diego campus started the $1 .4-mlUion,
two-story building. It is scheduled for completion in 1978 In the Spanish style of the
original buildings. Bishop Leo T. Maher; Dr. Irene Palmer, nursing school dean; USD
president Author E. Hughes; and Mrs. Phillp Y. Hahn, widow of the school's
. ·
benefactor, share the gilt .shovel. It is the first addition to the campus since 1963.-SC

On hand at the dedication of USD's new
Philip Y Hahn School
of Nursing and reception were, left to right,
Bishop Leo Maher,
Marge and Dr. Author
Joan
Hughe s,
Craigwell and Peter
Hughes and Judy Comito.

I
.~.

ARTIST'S DRAWING shows the Philip Y. Hahn
School of Nursing planned for the University of
San Diego. The $1.44 million facility will be built

on the Alcala Park campus and will include an
18,000-square-foot building. Completion is scheduled for mid-1978.

Nursing School Is Under Way
Work is under way on R
Phl11p Y. Hahn School of
Nursing on the Alcala Park
campus of the University of
San Diego.
The two-story, 18,000square-foot building will accommodate about 60 students when It is completed
in mid 1978.
San Diego architect Hal
Sadler or Tucker, Sadler
and Associates designed the
building which will feature
the

the Spanish enaissance architecture of buildings on
the campus.
The ground floor will
have a large multipurpose
room, two classrooms and
four seminar rooms; plus a
room divided into individual learning stations with
audio-visual equipment.
The second floor will hold
the administration· offices,

conference rooms, a lounge
and open-air patio.
Dr. Irene Palmer, dean of
the School of Nursing, said
there will be instrnctional
and administrative facilities for the undergraduate
and graduate-degree programs and for the Continued Education program.
The $1.44 million school is
being financed with federal
funds of over $1 million
from the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare.
The school is named. for
the deceased industrialistphilanthropist, Philip Y.
. Hahn•
Extensive landscaping is
planned for the site and the
second-floor
patio.
Kawasaki and Theilacker is
the landscape firm and the
general contractor is Wylie
Construction Co.

-
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BEFORE AND AFTER -

Where yesterday's students
romanticized among shady
trees, rose bushes and a water
fountain, today's students
witness bulldozers and a big
hole (below). The Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing (left)
will open its doors to
tomorrow's students.
The school is named alter
Philip Y. and Muriel Hahn,
who have donated substantially toward it.
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Vista

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

Students discuss fu(ure nursing school site
people used to study there but
they can go to the beach or
something.

This week VISTA asked USO
student how they felt about the
new Nursing School that will be
built acros the street from
Camino Hall. Previou ly a small
park of palm trees and grass
overed the area. We received
the following re ponses:

I hope that the motif of the
building matches the rest of the
campus.

I
SCOT MATTOX

lJIM GONZALEZ, junior
When I first saw them taking
out the trees and shrubs, I
thought that they were trying to
give the chool a better view. I
really enjoyed that area before as
I came to my classes.
When I found out that a
nur \ng chool was going up, it
:wa questionable in my mind
whether they needed that
particular spot. I figured
mewhere else on campus
ould be more ideal.
How ver, by reading several
rt1clcs in the VI. I A la t year
about nursmg chool, I became
ware that there was a need for
such a school.
Last year I would ·ee couples
over there. It was a romantic
spot. Now I don't know where
people are going to go to be
alone. Probably to the library.

SCOT MATTOX, senior
The Nursing School is okay
because it will provide future
jobs for nurses. But it will also
create parking problems. It's
going to take away that park too,
so now students won't be able to
go out to the point.
The school will put more
students on campus, which is
okay. But I really enjoyed the
small student number. It will
take a while for people to get
used to the change.

SHAUN ENGLERT

LOUISE RUMPS
LOUISE RUMPS, sophomore
A nursing school idea is re~lly
nice. There will be a few more
people who are interested in the
nursing field. There's really no
other place to put the school
than where the park is.

SHAWN ENGLERT, junior
It's nice to see a change on
campus allowing progress for
the students. Now the campus
has more to offer. It's too bad the
park had to go. But the change is
for the better.

MARCIA KLEIN .
MARCIA KLEIN, Professor of
English
The Nursing School will .be
definite asset - to the USD
campus. But as far as our
keeping that space as a park is
concerned, we'll miss · the
magnificient view.

KEVIN ETZEL
KEVIN ETZEL, junior
The new school will be great

because it will bring in more
students, more money, and a few
more girls. It will fill in that big
hole where the park was. A lot of

THERESE ROSSI
THERESE ROSSI, sophomore
The natural beauty of the
school was nice but the nursing
school is important. If that's
where it's got to go, then. that's
where it's got to go.

The above responses were
based on interviews conducted
around the campus. If students
would like to contribute
possible questions to QUESTIONS OF THE WEEK, the
VISTA welcomes your
suggestions.
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UNIVERSI TY OF SAN DIEGO

NEWS RELEASE

illSD

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION
CONTACT: SARAS. FINN
TELEPHONE: 714-291-6480 / EXT. 354
ADDRESS: RM. 266 DE SALES HALL, ALCALA PARK, SAN DIEGO, CA 92110

PROFESSIONAL NURSING COURSES AT USD
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Four programs for nursing professionals will be held from January
5th through April 15th, at the University of San Diego Philip Y. Hahn
School of Nursing.
Nurses

Approved by the California State Board of Registered
the courses offered include

(BRN Provider Number 00488),

"The

Threat of Death", "The Nursing Process", "Psychological Aids to SelfSecond Annual Conference".

Growth" and "Perspectives on Nursing Research:
For further information contact Mal Rafferty,
San Diego Conference Center:

291-6480 EX.

director, University of

4318.

Mrs. June S. Lowenberg, R.N., M.N., Assistant Professor of Nursing
at USD, will examine "The Threat of Death".

This multi-disciplinar y

course on death and dying explores the social, cultural and psychological
aspects of working with the dying person and his or her family.
preventing effective care of dying patients are discussed.

Barrie.rs.

Monday through

Thursday, January 5-23, 5:30 to 8:30 P.M., 117 Founders Hall. Three
Continuing Education units.
The course on "The Nursing Process" will be taught by assistant
professors Delilah Breen, R.N.,M.S.N., Mary Wiley, R.N., M.S.N.,
Janet Harrison, R.N., M.S.N ..

and

This course will assist Registered Nurses

in the use of systematic decision making processes to plan individual
and holistic care.
9:30 A.M.

Consecutive Saturdays Febuary 4, 11, and 25,

to 12:30 P.M.,

117 Camino Hall.

from

The course is credited one

Continuing Education unit.

II

II

II

Barbara Burke, M.Ed and Diane Glogowski, E.Ed, co-directors of
USD's Career Counseling and Placement Center, will conduct "Psychological Aids to Self-Growth".

Assertiveness training and stress

reduction are the topics of this one-day seminar.

During the morning

session, sources of stress and skills useful in stress reduction will
be identified.

The afternoon session will focus on techniques for

changing nonassertive and aggressive behaviors into assertive behaviors.
March 11, 9:00 A.M.

to 4:00 P.M., 151 Founders Hall.

Two-thirds Con-

tinuing Education units.
"Perspectives on Nursing Research: Second Annual Conference", will
be held on April 15th, 9:00 A.M.

to 12:30 P.M., in Salomon Lecture Hall,

De Sales Hall, USD. Three Continuing Education units.
topics are:

Faculty and

Joan VonRuden, R.N., M.S.
Research specialist, Veterans Administration Hospital
"Effects of Educational, Behavioral and Provider Strategies Upon Compliance Behavior Among Patients With Primary
Hypertension."
Donna Ehrenreich, R.N., M.N.
Mental Health consultant, Veterans Administration Hospital
and Patricia Stewart, R.N.,M.S.
Specialist in spinal cord injury, Veterans Administration
Hospital
"The Identification of Factors Which Facilitate and/or
Inhibit the Work of the Clinical Nurse Specialist in the
VA System."
Paula Liska, R.N., Ph.D
Director of Health Services, San Diego City College
"Stress Among Associate Degree Nursing Students in
Open Curriculum and Traditional Programs."
Penny Adler, R.N., M.S.
Renal Consultant, Allied Home Health Association
"Patient Teaching:
Trait-Treatment Interaction
Strategy."

12/22 /77
fl

ff
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Attention R.N. 's
Do you want to get your BS
·n a NLN accredited proS!ram
~ith a major in professional
nursing in a program specifically designed for the
R.N.'s?

Informational sessions w ill be held at
T r i-City Hosp ital
4002 Vista Way
oceanside , Ca . 92054

Thursday, January 19th

1 PM, 2 PM & 4 PM
Admission counselor & nursing faculty from the Philip Y . Hahn S~hool
of Nursing, University of San Diego ,
Alcala Park , San Diego 92110 wi ll
be present to discuss program & answer your questions.

ATTENTION - R.t-J. 'S
Do

f.

..

B.S,

You ~¼NT To GET YouR
IN A

~LN

..

ACCREDITED PROGRAM

WITH A MAJOR IN PRO FESSIO NAL NU~SING
.

.

IN A PRO GRAM SPECIFICALLY DESI GN ED FOR THE R,N,

INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS WILL BE ~ELD

AT TRI-CITY HOSPITAL

'-~-002 VI STA .l-'~AY
0CEA NSIDEJ [A, 92054

THURSDAY J JANUARY

J.~L J.973

1:00 P.M,
2:00 P,M,
L} :

no

P. M.

ADMI~SION COUNSELOR AND NURSING FACULTY FROM
THE PHILIP

Y.

HAHN SCHOOL OF ~URSING

llN IVERS I TY OF SAN fl I EGO
ALCALA PARK
SAN DIEGOJ CALIFORNIA

92110

WILL BE PRESENT TO DISCUSS PROGRAM AND ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS,

,.y, e,
I II

0
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Backcountry Window
Opehs Eyes To
Health-Care Services
'

By BETH MOHR
Staff Writer, The San Dle90 Union

J~ •-'

-• " ,-- ~-~ -~-------

Not too long ago, a man living in San
Diego County's rural Mountain Empire
area was chopping wood when the ax flew
..~Ii the .13aeR~uWa-y 0 1<m1tiy ~ifle&f,~l!8ed it were written as a ~o,r lor class project,
selected lo meet a need the nurses discovered at the start of the school year.
Hartoch and Nielsen devoted "clinic"
hour~ for the first semester of this school
year to home nursing care for the ill in
backcountry communities.
Their patients were among the 3,000
persons living in the sparsely populated
440 square miles including Campo, Cameron Corners, Live Oak Springs, La Posta,
Jacumba, Lake Morena, Boulder Oaks,
Boulevard, Bankhead Springs and Tierra
de! Sol.
Reaching widely separated homes
meant long rides through handsome rockstrewn hills, beside flat fields of grazing
cows and goats and across land covered
with trees, brush and cactus - all verdant
from recent rains.
• The area had a natural appeal for the
two. Hartoch is from Winnemucca, Nev., a
rural community of about 3,000. Nielsen
grew up on a farm near the small town of
Ringkobing, Denmark.
When they talked with each other about
their work, they found they shared the
same pleasure in the countryside and had
come up against all of the same problems
in the Mountain Empire area.
"I think the area may be the most
impQver1shed in San Diego County," Hartoch said. "A large part of the employment
is on little farms and in small stores. Some
of the people work for the Border Patrol.
Forestry Service or at jobs in San Diego.
"There is a large population of retired

people. Many moved into the area because
it is quiet and they expected it to be
cheaper. In reality, it is more expensive. ,
Food costs are higher and, because of the
long distances, transportation expense is a
• lot greater."
tile people they served. The results, recorded in the women'$ reP'Jrl, bore out
their initial conclusion that lack of public
education was a major drawback in meeting health-care needs.
"Everyone was supercooperative," Hartoch said. "We met with agency staffs and
-

....

-~.

• .. _ _ •
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Windows of the
pharmacy on a small
business corner in
Campo now are covered
with 'Close Out Sale'
signs, sad evidence that
one of the health services listed in a new
directory soon will be
gone.
other health care professionals for interviews, followed up with wtjtten questionnaires.
"We then asked 50 residents to fill out
questionnaries about themselves, health
services they used and others they felt
were needed."
To get random samples of information,
the women simply asked the cooperation
of the first 10 people to enter grocery
stores in five Mountain Empire communities.
(Continued on D-2, Col.4)
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Backcountry Window
Opens Eyes To
Health-Care Services
people. Many moved into the area because
it is quiet and they expected it to. be
cheaper. In reality, it is more expenSive.
Not too long ago, a man living in San
Food costs are higher and, because of the
Diego County's rural Mountain Empire
long distances, transportation expense is a
area was choppi11g wood when the ax flew
off the handle and lodged in his chest. He , lot greater."
On the credit side, however, the nurses
was rushed to the Mountain Health Project
found the people know and look out for
Clinic at Campo, a comparatively isolated
each other. Senior citizen groups are
area, but one with the advantage of modstrong, a trend is growing toward greater
ern technology.
..
When he arrived, the nurse practitioner
was there alone - she is on duty Monday
'There is a large popthrough Friday. A physician is there only
of retired peoulation
one day a week. But, on other days, a
· closed-circuit television screen gives the
ple. Many moved into
doctor a distant view of emergencies. He
the Mountain Empire
and the nurse use the screen as a medium
for working together.
area because it is quiet
That day, she used the television equipand they expected it to
ment to show the doctor the location of the
ax. He, in turn, told hPr exactly how the
be cheaper.'
man was to be positioned and treated until
the nearest available physician arrived.
use of health-care services and the per
The man recovered. An important factor
centage of services, related to the popula
in his recovery was that the person who
tion,
is high.
took him to the clinic knew that it was
"The number of service actually
there. Until recently, the vast majority of
surprised us," Nielsen said.
Mountain Empire inhabitants were seri"But the people didn't know too much
ously lacking in knowledge about available
about them " Hartoch added. "This turned
health care.
out to be ~ two-way problem. Residents
A new awareness is growing in the area
lacked information on the services availbecause of a project completed by Marlese
able and the health-care providers were
Hartoch and Hanne Nielsen, seniors at the
poorly informed about each other."
University of San Diego's Philip Y. Hahn
Nielsen began to think of ways to set up
School of Nursing.
an exchange of information. At the same
Registered nurses - Hartoch was gradtime Hartoch started to concentrate on
uated from Mercy Hospital School of Nurshow 'to let people know of services availing in Denver, and Nielsen from. Stamford
able to them.
(Conn.) Hospital School of Nursmg - the
"When the time came to dectde on a
young women will receive their B.S. desenior
project for our final semester, we
grees at USD Sunday.
found it ready-made in the backcountry,•·
Early this month they picked up 5,000
Hartoch said.
newly printed copies of another document
"We also had built up a rapport with the
important to their education: The "Health
people and wanted to keep on working with
Care and Related Services Directory"
them," Nielsen said.
which they compiled for back<.:ountry resiWith that start, the women began a
dents.
systematic compilation of facts gathered
The 12-page directory and the "Window
directly from the health-care facilities and
on the Backcountry" survey which precedthe people they served. The results, reed it were written as a senior class project,
corded in the women's report, bore out
selected to meet a need the nurses discovtheir initial conclusion that lack of public
ered at the start of the school year.
education was a major drawback in meetHartoch and Nielsen devoted "clinic"
ing health-care needs.
hours for the first semester of this school
"Everyone was supercooperative," Haryear to home nursing care for the ill in
toch said. "We met with agency staffs and
backcountry communities.
Their patients were among the 3,000
persons living in the sparsely populated
Windows of the
440 square miles including Campo, Camerpharmacy
on a small
on Corners, Live Oak Springs, La Posta,
Jacumba, Lake Morena, Boulder Oaks,
business corner in
Boulevard, Bankhead Springs and Tierra
Campo now are covered
del Sol.
·
Reaching widely separated homes
with 'Close Out Sale'
meant long rides through handsome rocksigns, sad evidence that
strewn hills, beside flat fields of grazing
cows and goats and across land covered
one of the health serwith trees, brush and cactus - all verdant
vices listed in a new
from recent rains.
• The area had a natural appeal for the
directory soon will be
two. Hartoch is from Winnemucca, Nev., a
gone.
rural community of about 3,000. Nielsen
grew up on a farm near the small town of
Ringkobing, Denmark
other health care professionals for interWhen they talked with each other about
views, followed up with written questiontheir work, they found they shared the
naires.
same pleasure in the countryside and had
"We then asked 50 residents to fill out
come up against all of the same problems
questionnaries about themselves, health
in the Mountain Empire area.
services they used and others they felt
"I think the area may be the most
were needed."
imptlvBr,shed in San Diego County," HarTo get random samples of information,
toch said. "A ll;lrge part of the employment
the women simply asked the cooperation
is on liUle farms and in small stores. Some
of the first 10 people to enter grocery
of the people work for the Border Patrol,
stores in five Mountain Empire communiForestry Service or at jobs in San Diego.
ties.
"There is a large population of retired
(!:ontinued on D-2, Col.4)
By BETH

OHR

staff Writer, TIie san Diego Union

Hanne Nielsen, above, checks patient ,1 hile }.,f~rlese_ Hali:och,
center, fills supply cabinet at Mountai'! Health Pro)ect 1~ Campo.
Registered nurses and seniors at University of San !)ieg_o, N1else'! an1
Hartoch compiled directories of health ca~e services in_ San Diego s
Mountain Empire area. Below, they talk with Jack !1amsh,_ language,
speech and hearing therapist who travels to Mountain Emp1re Schools
in mobile classroom van in background.

and LIVING
110TH YEAR
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FOUR PROGRAMS
FOR NURSING
PROFESSIONALS
Winter, 1978

above, checks patient while Marlese Harcoch
cabin~t at Mo~ntai~ Health Project in Camp(!~
1~ semo_rs at University of San Diego, Nielsen ana
directories of health ca~e services in San Diego's
rea. Ee_low, they talk with Jack Parrish, language,
therapist who travels to Mountain Empire Schools
1 van ,in background.

University of San Diego
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
Approve d by the
Californi a State Board of Registere d Nurses
BRN Provider Number 00488
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FOUR PROGRAMS
FOR NURSING
PROFESSIONALS
Winter, 1978

University of San Diego
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
Approve d by the
Californi a State Board of Registere d Nurses
BRN Provider Number 00488

THE
THREAT
Of DEATH

PERSPECTIVES ON NURSING
RESEARCH: SECOND ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

This multi- discip linary cours e on death and
dying
explo res the socia l, cultur al and psych ologic
al aspects of worki ng with the dying perso ~ and
his or
her famil y. Barrie rs preve nting effec tive
care of
dying patie nts are exam ined.
FACULTY:
Mrs. June S. Lowe nberg . R.N., M.N.
Assistant profes sor of nursin g, USD
SCHEDULE:
Mond ay thru Thursday, Janua ry 5-23, 1978
5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
LOCA TION:
117 Founders Hall, USD
CREDIT:
3 Conti nuing Educ ation Units
30 Cont act Hours
TUITI ON:

An exch ange of ideas abou t nursing resea rch
in the
San Diego area 1s the goal of this annu al works
hop.
The deve lopm ent and exten sion of resea
rch into
facet s of patie nt care and the educ ation
of the
profes siona l nurse are amon g the topics .
FACULTY AND TOPIC S:
Joan VonR uden, RN ., M.S
Rese arch speci alist, Veter ans Admi nistra tion
Hosp ital

$120

"Effects of Educational, Behavioral and Provid
er
Strategies Upon Comp liance Behavior Amon
g
Patients With Primary Hypertension."

Donn a Ehren reich, R.N , M.N.
Ment al Healt h consu ltant, Veter ans
Admi nistra tion Hosp ital
and Patric ia Stewa rt, R.N, M.S.
Spec ialist in spina l cord injury, Veter ans
Admi nistra tion Hosp ital

"The Identification of Factors Which Facilitate
and/o r
Inhibit the Work of the Clinic al Nurse Speci
alist in the
VA System."

Continued next page

THE
THREAT
Of DEATH

THE

This multi-disc iplinary course on death and dying
explores the social, cultural and psycholo gical aspects of working with the dying person and his or
her family. Barriers preventi ng effective care of
dying patients are examine d.
FACULTY:
Mrs. June S. Lowenbe rg, R.N., M.N.
Assistant professor of nursing, USD
SCHEDULE:
Monday thru Thursday, January 5-23, 1978
5:30 p.m. to 830 p.m.
LOCATIO N :
117 Founders Hall, USD
CREDIT:
3 Continui ng Educatio n Units
30 Contact Hours
TUITION:
$120

This course will assist Registere d Nurses In the use of
systemat ic decision making processes to plan individual and holistic care. Planned care through the
use of nursing care plans and the problem- oriented
nursing record will be discussed.
FACULTY:
Delilah Breen, R.N., M.S.N.
Assistant Professor of Nursing, USD.
Mary Wiley, RN., M.S.N.
Assistant Professor of Nursing USD
Janet Harrison, R N, M.S N.
Assistant Professor of Nursing, USD
SCHEDULE:
Saturday , February 4, 11, and 25
9:30 a.m to 12:30 p.m
LOCATIO N:
117 Camino Hall, USD
CREDIT:
1 Continui ng Educatio n Unit
1o Contact Hours
TUITION:
$35

NURSING
PROCESS

PSYCHOLOGICAL
AIDS TO
SELF-GROWTH
Assertiveness tra1n,ng and stress reduction are the
topics of this one day seminar During the morning
session, sources of stress and skills useful In s ress reduction will be identifiea . The afternoo n session wi!I
focus on techniqu es for changing nonasser tIve and
aggressiv e behavior s into assertive behavior Participants should bring a bag lunch: coffee w1il be
provided .
FACULTY:
Barbara Burke, M.Ed.
Diane Glogows ki, E Ed
Co-direc tors
Career Counseli ng and Placeme nt Center, USD
SCHEDULE:
March 11, 1978
9a.m to4p.m
LOCATIO N :
151 Founders Hall, USD
CREDIT:
0.6 Continui ng Educatio n Unit
6 Contact Hours
TUITION:
$20
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Visra

ar ol An de rso n se ts go al

as fu tu re nursing teacher
by TEVE N ETTIN GER
Entertainment Edito r
al thinke r with a mind
geared toward:nit1cc::e£S describes
nders on. this weeks
ubject for VIST A's Stude nt
Profile. Born and raised in rural
Color ado, Carol received her
Associate in-Science degree from
Mesa College in Grand Junct ion
in 1971, and as an R.N. spent
rough ly the next 5 years worki ng
both as a medical-surgical nurse
and a psych iatric nurse. Ms.
Ander son is now attend ing
U D's Philip Y. Hahn Schoo l of
ur ing. worki ng towar ds her
B.S.N., which she hopes to
receive in the Sprin g of 1979.

Carol speak s highly of the
Nursi ng progr am here at USO.
..This progr am is specifically
geared to my needs." Carol
states. "It's a progr am designed
for R.N.'s with 2 or 3 year
creden tials who want to get their
bachelors. This progr am is
de igned so that within 2 years.
with a minim um of repeti tion
I'll have my bachelors. Th~
assum ption is made here that we
!ready know the basics . Many
of the things we do here are what
'II be doing when in a Maste rs
level progr am.'' The key to the
progr am, Carol feels, is that
there is no time wasted on things
the tuden ts alread y know.
For Carol , there is no excuse
for wast ed time . She's
admit tedly a perfec tionis t and
she tries to organ ize her cffot ts
towar ds their most produ ctive
ends. But she's not all business.
and says that she needs nonschola tic activities to feel good
about herself.
arol enjoys
outdo or activitie like skiing,

campi ng, and traveling, and also
crafts which involve her hands ,
such as cera mics and
needle point.
At this time in her life, Carol
Ander son's main goal is to teach
nursin g at the 4 year unive rsity
level. She insists teache rs have a
strong clinical backg round , and
so she wants to get the educa tion
and the worki ng exper ience
which will eventu ally lead her in
this direct ion. Carol doesn 't
want to be a bedside nurse, and
thoug h there are many reason s
for this, one of the most
promi nant is that she is a
propo nent of the Wom an's
Libera tion move ment and thus
finds that her appro ach to
nurs ing does n't matc h
tradit ional stereo typed roles of
nurses.

Stu den t
pro file

Wome n in general. Carol
~eels, have _been severely limite d
m the past m the worki ng world
Wom en were either teache rs 0 ;
nurses, and both of these roles
were extens ions of traditi onally
.accepted functi ons wome n were
suppo sed to serve. One of the
moS t impor tant realiz ations
C~rol came to was that she as a
woma:1 __ had poten tial, with
capab1ht1es that didn't have to be
limited because of the fact that
she was a woma n. Takin g this
f~ame_ of mind into her worki ng
situat10n, Carol realized that she
could achieve success far beyon d
that _of a bedside nurse, hence her
studie s here at USD and her
goals for the future .

Carol has what may be terme d
~iberal views on many curren t
issues_ of debat e, for exam ple
q~est1ons conce rning aborti on,
birth contro l, and also politics.
As regard s the first two Ms
Ander son states: "I feel w~me~
shoul d have comp lete contllt>l
~ver their bodies. This means the
nght to have an aborti on, and by
all means access to birth
contro l." Carol _finds San Diego
really conse rvativ e, owing to the
large ~ilita ry and retire d
popul ations here, and doesn 't
know where sh~'ll e~d up living.
South ern Cahfo rma is too
spread out and imper sonal for
her, and she hates freeways and
mode rn apartm ents. She finds
oddly enoug h, that even thoug h
t~e west coast is suppo sedly
h beral, often her views are even
mo~e li!'eral than the native
~ahfo rman. This prove s to be a
bit frustr ating for her, but she
says that she is encou raged when
she meets peopl e who share her
thoug hts and values.

Carol is happy in San Diego
thoug h, becau se the weath er i~
lovely. and becau se sh e IS
.
pur~u mg her life's goals in an
enviro nmen t condu cive to he
ou~do ors-or iented style. Sh;
stnk~ s one as poised and
confid ent, which are perha ps the
key reason s for her happi ness
a?out_ herself. She has a
direct ion in
to war d · life and is work·ing
s it •. and her enthu s1asm
.
a 1o~e practi cally assure s her of
ach1evmg it.
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USD SCHOOL OF NURSING APPOINTS
FIVE NEW PROFESSORS
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 21, 1978.
Dr. Irene s. Palmer, Dean of the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
of the Univers ity of San Diego, announc es the appointm ent of five new faculty
who will begin teachin g this Fall.· Two of the new appoint ees will teach parttime, and three will teach full time.
Sonya J. Herman, D.N.Sc. , is appointe d as Associa te Profess or. Herman
receive d her B.S.N. from the Univers ity of Colorad o and her M.S.N. and her
D.N.Sc. from the Catholi c Univers ity of America . Herman was Assista nt
Profess or and coordin ator of Psychia tric-Me ntal Health Nursing for undergr aduates at Johns Hopkins Medical Institu tion. Herman is Directo r and owner
of the Asserti ve Trainin g Insitut e which has provide d worksho ps for numerou s
private and civil organiz ations such as the Civil Service Commiss ion, the
Departm ent of Labor and the Kennedy Institu te. She has also written many
article s in the areas of divorce , single parentin g and assertiv eness.
Janet L. Blenner , M.N. and Assista nt Profess or, is a Ph.D. candida te
and expects to complet e her doctora te this Fall. Blenner graduat ed from Long
Island Univers ity and earned her R.N. at St. Francis Hospita l in Jersey City.
She taught at City Univers ity of New York and Paterso n College of New Jersey
and was a psychia tric nurse for the child and adolesc ent units of Bellevu e
Hospita l in New York. Blenner 's doctora l researc h investig ates "Thrill
Seeking Behavio r".
Victori a Fletche r, M.S.N., is appoint ed as lecture r. She
receive d her B.S.N. from the Univers ity of Washing ton and her M.S.N. from the
Univers ity of Illinoi s. Fletche r is a member of the America n College of
Nurse-M idwives and was a delegat e to the Washing ton State Nurses Associa tion
Convent ion in 1976.
Florenc e N. Warnock , M.N., will teach part-tim e as guest lecture r.
She graduat ed from Wayne State Univers ity and receive d her M.A. in educati onal
guidanc e and counsel ing from the Univers ity of Michiga n and her M.N. in nursing
from UCLA. Warnock has taught for the San Diego Commun ity College Distric t,
San Diego State Univers ity, UCSD and the America n Red Cross." She has served as
School Nurse for several school distric ts includin g the San Diego City Schools .
Warnock is listed in the 1977 issue of "The World's Who's Who of Women in
MORE. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Educati on.
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Marcella Davis, D.N.Sc., will also lecture part-time.

Davis received

her doctorate from the University of California at San Francisco, her M.A.
from Columbia University and her B.So from New York University.

Davis is

currently Associate Chief, Nursing Research at Veterans Hospital, La Jolla
a·n d is Associate Professor in the Department of Community Medicine at
UCSD School of Medicine.

She has taught at the University of California,

Columbia University and the University of Maryland.

Davis spent a year in

London as Assistant Clinical Professor for UCSF consulting with professionals
in the health field from England, Denmark and Israel.
in her contribution to the book "Nurses in Practice:
Environment".

This research resulted
A Prospective on Work

Davis received a Fulbright Scholarship and has published

numerous books and articles.
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing

SD
November 14, 1978
Mr , Fred Norfleet
c/o Channel 10
Pub 1 i'c Affairs
Box 81047
San Diego, CA 92138
Dear Mr. Norfleet;
I am sending you my forty-five second
"Opinion Piece''. which Bi 11 Ritter, our
public relations person spoke with you
about yesterday.
According to Mr. Ritter, this piece
is set tentatively for next Tuesday, November
21.

Please let me know when the time is

definite.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely yours,

I re ne S . Pa 1mer , R. N. , Ph . D. , F . A. A. N .
Dean and Professor
School of Nursing
ISP:hl
cc: B. Ritter

Alcala Park I Sa n D iego, Ca li fo rn ia 92110 / (714) 291-6480

TO:

Mr. Fred Norfl eet

FROM:

Irene S. Palme r, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.

SUBJ:

Revise d forty- five second opinio n piece

DATE:

November 21, 1978

would have
Presid ent Carte r vetoed the Nurse Traini ng Act Amendments which
design health
prepar ed nurses to care for person s who live in remote areas , to
mical, costservic es for more compr ehensi ve nurse utiliz ation , so that econo
effec tive care would be availa ble to people to keep them well.

393 to 12;
The Bill had unanimous Senate appro val; the House passed the Bill
tic offic ials
HEW Secre tary Califa no strong ly endors ed It, as did other domes
t opposed the
and the public . The White House Office of Management and Budge

ent
Despi te his goal to improve health care and reduce costs , Presid
fn funds
Carte r vetoed the Bill becau se it was inflat ionar y. No Increa se

Bill.

was reques ted in the bill.

a woman 1 s
By his arbitr ary action the Presid ent indica tes his disda in for
the health
profe ssion, the Congr ess and domes tic offic ials, and disreg ards
needs of the American people .

nation 's
The elimin ation of this program poses a very seriou s threa t to the
health .

-

- -- - - - - - - - - - -

said. ,.,,_

nurses In su
poslU.S because
keep them under
DUDIB who graduate
from the Hahn School may

not be able to change the
way many hospitals view

nurses today, Palmer said.
8ut they will change the

quality of care these hospitali are providing patients

- and slowly these changes
will lead to a new appreciation of the nurses them1181 .
uraes are already involved tn areas that were
Ul)heard of a half century
• • such as pre- and postOP.91'dve counseling, Palmeaplained. Patients have
anr,n to expect such care
.i many hospitals so hospitall bave been forced to
this service as a
ace
f1111ctton of its nursing
team.
'"11118 school is putting
out educat ed nurses ,"
Palmer said. "It's putting
out IJ!lq)le who know what
they lhOuld do in complex
s,ttuaUo s that often Involve
wbole f nilles.
'1nlt d of talking to a
patient 1bout the latest
Jr nurses will talk
~o
about utrltion - and
they'll J lW that it's impossible tc 11' realistically to
bout good diet
a patit
wlthoU, powing the individual' socio-economic and
cultural baekground.
"It all boils down to education. We're growing
nurses who are professionals"
(New laws mandate that
by 1985 a college degree will
be required of registered
ur . Currently, individuals can become RNs with
two years training. Both
San Diego State University
and Point Loma College
offer 4-year degree programs for RNs. The Hahn
School at USO is the only
local school which offers a
2-y ar bachelor degree program - and a master's
degree program - for indl·
viduals who already are
registered nurses )
As more and more nurses
become "educated professionals," it's likely that nortoriously low pay scales for
nurses will rise, Palmer
saJd

"Hospitals have always
undervalued the contribution of the RN," she said. "I
think that ls because they
do not value the services
she can provide."
But as patients begin demanding such services, hospitals will likely be forced

DR. IRENE PALMER - A new breed of nurses

Into such recognition, she History of Nursing ' ' to
"Current Issues and Social
what Palmer calls "a few Trends Affecting Nursing."
As a nurse who talked
qualified nurses in leadership positions,'• this recog- with her first patient nearly
nition of the value of nurses 35 years ago, Palmer has
should be reflected in pay. experienced a bit of the
"It's mostly low salaries history of nursing. As dean
that keep many qualified of the Hahn Scbool, she's
people from choosing a ca- helping determine the isreer in nursing," Palmer sues and trends affecting
said, explaining that cur- nursing today and those
rently in San Diego 7 per- that will affect them in the
cent of all jobs for regis- future.
tered nurses are left unfilled - because there simply aren't enough RNs
(with or without degrees) to
go around.
Palmer. who earned a
Ph.D in nursing from New
York University, isn't content to sit behind a desk as
dean of the Hahn School of
nursing. She teaches classes ranging from the ''The

said. And with the help of

PROMOTING WELLNESS

Today's RN c ~ing :tor he al th y 'clients'
When Catherine Schafer landed her ftrst job as a registered
· nurse in 1935, she worked 12
hours a day and was paid 50
cents an hour.
She spent most of her time
cleaning.
Today, Schafer, 65, is a fulltime student at the Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing at the
University of San Diego. She is
working toward a bachelor's degree in nursing - and dreams of
the day she will set up her own
private nursing practice.

Schafer said she and overbeck discuss everything from
diet and blood pressure to possible emotional problems. The
talks, said Schafer, keep overbeck physically and emotionally
healthy.

"Today nursing means getting
out into the public and promoting a feeling of wellness,"
Schafer said. "It means looking
at human beings from sociopsycho-physiological points of
view.

In a world where health care
costs are rising daily, and where
40-million Amelicans are not
protected by any type of health
insurance, many people stay
away from doctors until tbeY:
are expeliencing serious health
problems.

"Nurses today call people who
they deal with ctients - because
many of them aren't sick. Our
function is teaching them to
take care of themselves so they
don't get sick."
Like most students working
toward a degree, Schafer is required to get practical expelience iri the field.
HELPING HAND -

Nurse Catherine Schafer, left, visits with
r~athryn Overbeck at c~thedral Plaza RetiI1?ment Home.

health, yet several times a week
she becomes Schafer's "client."
"I'm learning how to converse
with the elderly and see what
their problems are," Schafer
explained. "You could call this
sort of an in-the-field communi• cations skills class."

That's where 90-year-old
Katheryn Overbeck comes in
the pkture . Overbeck is in good

According to one official at
the Hahn School, it's what
makes the health care system in
our count ry "a sickn ess
system."
But it's a system that nurses
like .Schafer are in the process
of trying to change.
In her words, "Nursing today
is preventative medicine." ·
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

USO TO DEDICATE NEW SCHOOL OF NURSING BUILDI NG, JANUARY 11 and 12
The dedica tion of the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavili on, which
houses the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursin g, will take place
at the Unive rsity of San Diego on Januar y 11 and 12, the Unive rsity
has announ ced.
The two-da y dedica tion ceremo nies will includ e the presen tation
of the buildin g to the Unive rsity, tours of the buildi ng, presen tation
of disting uished servic e awards , confer ral of honora ry degree s,
and an open forum on the future of nursin g from a nation al
perspe ctive.
Receiv ing honora ry degree s will be Rozell a M. Schlo tfeldt,
R.N., PhD., F.A.A. N., Profes sor of Nursin g, France s Payne Bolton
School of Nursin g, Case Wester n Reserv e Unive rsity, and
Jessie M. Scott, R.N., D.Sc., F.A.A. N., Assist ant Surgeo n Genera l,
Direct or Divisi on of Nursin g, U.S. Public Health Servic e.
Ms. Schlo tfeldt and Ms. Scott will also be major speake rs
at the open nursin g forum.
The buildi ng was made possib le by matchi ng grants from
Muriel Marsh Hahn and the U.S. Depart ment of Health , Educat ion
and Welfar e.
The public is invite d to the dedica tion at no charge .
For inform ation, call 291-64 80, extens ion 4296.

12-21- 78
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President and Mrs. Author E. Hughes
invite you to
the sixth annual
reception and dinner
honoring
members of the
University of San Diego's
PRESIDENT' S CLUB
Thursday, January eleventh
James S. Copley Library
Camino Hall
Reception seven o 'clock

Response card enclosed

t

Dinner eight o 'clock

Black tie
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SOCIAL NEWS ...•. ... USD SCHOOL OF NURSING BUILDING DEDICATION
Festi vities surrou nding the dedic ation of the new Murie l
sday,
Marsh Hahn Pavil ion will begin with a cockt ail party on Wedne
Janua ry 10, hoste d by Dr. Irene Palme r, Dean of the Phili p Y.
Hahn Schoo l of Nursi ng.
Guest s will gathe r in the Frenc h Parlo r, Foun: lers Hall at
tant
5:30 p.m. to meet Dr. Jessi e Scott , R.N., D.Sc. , F.A.A .N., Assis
Healt h
Surge on Gener al, Direc tor, Divis ion of Nursi ng, U.S. Publi c
ssor
Servi ce, and Rozel la M. Schlo tfeldt , R.N. Ph.D. , F.A.A .N., Profe
of Nursi ng, Case Weste rn Reser ve .

Both will be honor ed the

ce
next day durin g dedic ation cerem onies with distin guish ed servi
award s.
Other guest s at the cockt ail party will includ e Mary Ann
n
L. Garri gan, R.N., Ed.M. , F.A.A .N., Profe ssor of Nursi ng, Bosto
ssor
Unive rsity, and Marth a E. Roger s, R.N., Sc.D. , F.A.A .N., Profe
Both will be honor ed the next
of Nursi ng, New York Unive rsity.
day with Honor ary Docto r of Human e Lette rs.
On Thurs day, Janua ry 11, a lunch eon will be hoste d by
be
the USD Board of Trust ees in the new build ing, the first to
const ructe d on the main campu s in 20 years .

A multi -medi a

prese ntatio n will depic t the histo ry of nursin g and the goals
of the Hahn Schoo l of Nursi ng.
Dedic ation cerem onies will be held at the front of the
build i ng at 1:30.

The publi c is invite d to atten d.

SCHOOL OF

URSI G DEDICA TIO, SOCIAL

E\ S, PAGE 2

(In case of rain, the ceremon ies will be held in
Camino Theater ).
150 Preside nt ' s Club members will gather for the formal,
invitat ional dinner hosted Thursda y evening in the James S.
Copley Library .

USD Preside nt and Mrs. Author E . Hughes will

greet guests: at 7 p . m.

Joining them in the receivin g line will

be Bishop Leo T . Maher, Chairma n of the Board of Trustee s,
and Mr. and Mrs . Alex DeBakes y,

Mr. DeBakcs y is Chairma in of

the Preside nt ' s Club Council .
Cocktai ls will be served in the foyer of the library .
Bill Green will provide music for dancing through out the evening .
Carriag e Trade will cater the four-co urse dinner .
Special guests at the dinner include the son of Mrs. Hahn,
Peter Mars h, and his wife June, and her daughte r Pamela, from
Bakersf ield .
The four nurses to be granted awards and honorar y degrees
will also be special guests.
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Hahn nursing school facility to be
dedtcated in two-day ceremonies
The Muriel Marsh Hahn
Pavilion, housing the Philip
Y. Hahn School of Nursing,
on the University of San
Diego campus, will be dedicated in two days of ceremonies, Thursda y and
Friday, Jan. 11 and 12. ·
At 1:30 p.m., Jan. 11, the
building will be presented to
the university, distinguish:
ed service awards will be
presente d and honorar y
degrees will be conferred.
The honorary degrees will
be conferred on Rozella M.
Schlotfeldt, RN, Ph.D., professor of nursing at the
Frances Payne Bolton
School of Nursing, Case

Western Reserve University; and JessieM. Scott, RN,
D.Sc., assitant surgeon general, director Division of
Nursing, U.S. Public Health
Service.
The building will be open
for tours from 3 to 5 p.m.
On Jan. 12, from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m., an open forum
on nursing issues will
conclud e the dedicati on
ceremonies.
Ors. Schlotfeldt and Scott
will be the forum's major
speakers. Tours begin at
11:30 a.m.
The building was funded
by matching grants from

Muriel Marsh Hahn and the
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
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AMENDED RELEASE
USD TO DEDICATE NEW SCHOOL OF NURSING BUILDING, JANUARY 11 and 12
The dedication of the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavilion, which houses the
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing, will take place at the University of
San Diego on January 11 and 12, the University has announced.
is invited to attend the 1:30 p.m. ceremonies on Thursday.

The public

In case of

rain, dedication ceremonies will be held in Camino Theater.
The two-day dedication ceremonies will include the presentation of
the building to the University, presentation of distinguished service
awards, conferral of honorary degrees, tours of the building, and an open
forum on the future of nursing from a national perspective.

Congressman

Bob Wilson (R-San Diego) will give the dedication address.
Receiving Distinguished Service awards will be Rozella Schlotfeldt,
R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N., Professor of Nursing, Case Western Reserve University
and Jessie M. Scott, R.N., D.Sc., F.A.A.N., Assistant Surgeon General,
Director, Division of Nursing, U.S. Public Health Service.
Honorary degrees will be conferred upon Mary Ann L. Garrigan, R.N.,
Ed.M., F.A.A.N., Professor of Nursing, Boston University and Martha E.
Rogers, R.N., Sc.D., F.A.A.N., Professor of Nursing, New York University.
The forum op nurs\ng issues will be held January 12 from 9:30 11:30 a.m. in the meeting room of the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavilion.

. ... .

is '~he Future of Nursing from a National Perspective:

Topic

The Entry into

Practice Issue." Schlotfeldt and Scott are major speakers; respondents
are Garrigan and Rogers.
For information, call 291-6480.
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University of San Diego
Announcing Dedication Ceremonies of the

MURIEL MARSH HAHN PAVILION
You are invited
Thursday, January 11, 1979 Dedication of the Building
1 :30 - 3:00 p.m.

Friday, January 12, 1979 - 9: 30 - 11: 30 a.m.

FORUM ON NURSING
"A National Perspective" and "Entry Into Practice"

Jessie M. Scott, R.N., D.Sc., F .A.A.N.
Assistant Surgeon General, Director,
Division of Nursing, U.S.P.H.S.

Rozella M. Schlotfeldt, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.
Professor of Nursing, Frances Payne Bolton
School of Nursing, Case Western Reserve University

Mary Ann L. Garrigan, R.N., Ed.M., F.A.A.N.
Professor of Nursing, Boston University School of Nursing

Martha E. Rogers, R.N., Sc.D., F.A.A.N.
Professor, Division of Nursing, New York University

in the
MURIEL MARSH HAHN PAVILION MEETING ROOM
Coffee will be served at 9:00 a.m.

r11. \ r·
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
DEDICATION - MURIEL MARSH HAHN PAVILION
Marian Way be tween Founders and Nursing Pavilion
January 11, 1979

SCRIPT
1 :00 p.m.

Vesting in appropriate regalia of academic robes-Founders 15

1: 15 p.m.

Formation of lines in Founders main entrance hallway for
academic procession

l: 30 p.m.

PITTCESSIONAL -

in fol lowing order:

Bishop Maher
President Hughes accompanying
Adm. Stoecklein accompanying
Sr. Furay
accompanying
Dean Palmer
accompanying
) Gil Brown
accompanying
Jack Boyce
accompanying
Rev. Dolan and Rev. Fenton
Trustees
Deans and Cabinet Members
Nursing School Faculty

Bob Wilson
Muriel Marsh Hahn
Mary Ann Garrigan
Martha Rogers
Jessie Scott
Rozella Schlotfeldt

>

PARADE OF COLO~ AND
NA I IDr'JAL AN I1·1Er1

(ADM. STOECKLEIN .APPROAGIES MICROPHONE)

ADM. STOECKLEIN:

"WELCOME ........ "

in pairs

(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF 11th NAVAL DISTRICT BAND)
(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF MCRD COLOR GUAR~)
"PLEASE STAND. FOR THE PARADE OF COLORS Ai® SINGING OF
THE NATI ONAL ANTHEM."
(ADM. STOECKLEIN REMAINS AT MICROPHONE. ALL STAND)

NATIONAL AHfH81

I!NOCATION
ADM. STOECKLEIN:

"PLEASE REM.AIN STANDING FOR THE INVOCATION BY
REVEREND LAURENCE T. OOLAN, CHAPLAIN UN I VE P,S I TY OF
SAN DIEGO
'
(REV. OOLAN .APPROArnES MICROPHONE. ALL REMAIN STANDING.

REV. OOLAN:

INVOCATION
(REV. OOLAN

ADM. STOECKLEIN:

RETIJRNS TO SEAT.)

"RETIRE THE ffiLORS.

PLEASE BE SEATED."

GPffTINGS
ADM. STOECKLEIN:

"THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, DR. AUTI-IOR
E.

HUGHES . "

(ADM. STOECKLEIN RETIJRNS TO SEAT.
MICROPHONE. )

DR. HUGHES .APPROAo-IES

- 2 -

DR. HUQ-IES:

GREETINGS BY DR. HUGHES
(DR. HUGHES INTRODUCES MURIEL MARSH HAHN. DR. HUQ-ffiS
RETIJRNS TO SEAT. MURIEL MARSH HAHN APPROArnES MICROPHONE. )

MURIEL MARSH HAHN:

RHV\RKS BY MJRI EL r1AR:;H HAHN
(:MURIEL MARSH HAHN RETURNS TO SEAT.
APPROArnES :MICROPHONE.)

A™. STOECKLEIN

~SB~A
TI ON OF
ILL ON

P

ADM. STOECKLEIN:

"DR. AUTI-IOR E. HUQ-IES"

cm,1. STOECKLEIN RETIJRNS TO SEAT.
MICROPHONE. )
DR. HUQ-IES:

DR. HUQ-IES APPROAQIES

PRESENTATION OF BUILDING
(DR. HUGHES RETURNS TO SEAT. ·BISHOP MAHER APPROArnES
MICROPHONE.)

ACCE~JMCE OF
PAVIL
BISHOP MAHER:

ACCEPTANCE OF BUILiJING
(BISHOP MAHER WALKS TO BUILDING)

BISHOP MAHER:

BLESSING OF BUILDING
(BISHOP MAHER RETIJRNS TO SEAT.
MICROPHONE. )

ADM. STOECKLEIN:

ADM. STOECKLEIN APPROAQIES

"SR. RJRAY WILL NOW ANNOUNCE THE RECIPIENTS OF DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARDS."
(ADM. STOECKLEIN RETIJRNS TO SEAT.
MICROPHONE)

SR. RJRAY:

SR. RJRAY APPROACHES

"A UNIVERSI1Y HAS AN OBLIGATION TO RECOGNIZE OUTSTANDING
LEADERSHIP WHI Ol HAS A PROFOUND EFFECT UPON THE IMPROVEMENT
OF THE HUMAN CONDITION. TOllA.Y WE HAVE THE PRIVELEGE OF
RECOGNIZING 1iVO WOMEN WHO BY THEIR EFFORTS MERIT TI-IE
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWA.RDS.
"IN RECOGNITION OF UNIQUE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE PROFESSION OF NURSING THROUGH DISTINGUISHED ATTAINMENTS IN SO-IOLARSHIP, RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND A™INISTRATION,
THE UNIVERSI1Y OF SAN DIEGO HEREBY BESTOWS THE DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARD UPON ROZELLA M. SCHLOTFELITT."

(ROZELLA SO-fLOTFELITT AND DR. HUGHES APPROAffi PODIUM WHERE
DR. HUGHES CONGRATULATES HER AND PRESENTS HER WI1H AWARD
CERTIFICATE WHirn WILL BE ON PODIUM. ROZELLA SGILOTFELITT
AND DR. HUQ-IES RETURN TO SEATS. SR. RJRAY REMAINS AT
MICROPHONE. )
SR. FURAY:

"IN RECOGNITION OF SINGULAR CONTRIBITTIONS IN EXECITTING
PUBLIC POLICT SO AS TO IMPROVE THE QUALI1Y OF HEALTH CARE
TO ALL PEOPLES, TI-IE UNIVERSI1Y OF SAN DIEGO HEREBY BESTOWS
11-IE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD UPON JESSIE M. smrr."
(JESSIE SCOTT AND DR. HUGHES APPROAQ-f PODIUM WHERE DR. HUGHES
OONGRATULATES HER AND PRESENTS HER WITI-I AWARD CERTIFICATE
WHICH WILL BE ON PODIUM. JESSIE SCOTT AND DR. HUQ-IES RETIJRN
TO SEATS. SR. RJRAY RETIJRNS TO SEAT.)

ADM. STOECKLEIN:

(INTRODUCES TI-IE HONORABLE BOB WILSON)
(ADM. STOECKLEIN RETIJRNS TO SEAT.
MICROPHONE. )

BOB WILSON:

BOB WILSON APPROACHES

DEDICATION ADDPfSS
(BOB WILSON RETIJRNS TO SEAT. AIM. STOECKLEIN APPROACHES
MICROPHONE. )

CON~,L OF HONOPARY

If(j

1:-_

AIM. STOECKLEIN:

"WILL MARY ANN GARRlGAN, PLEASE STEP FORWARD?"
(DR. HUGHES AND BISHOP MAHER ESCORT MARY ANN
GARRIGAN TO PODIUM. DR. HUGHES HAS THE CITATION
AND HOOD READY FOR PRESENTATION. BISHOP MAHER
I-IAS THE DIPLOMA READY FOR PRESENTATION.)
(DEAN PALMER APPROACHES MICROPHONE)
(ADM. ST0ECKLEIN RETIJRNS TO SEAT. )

IRENE PALMER:

PEADS CITATION
(DR. HUGHES HANDS CITATION TO MARY ANN GARRlGAN. BISHOP
MAHER HANDS DIPLOMA TO GARRlGAN. DR. HUGHES HOODS
GARRIGAN. BISHOP :MAHER AND DR. HUGHES RETIJRN TO SEATS.
(M. GARRIGAN RETURNS TO SEAT.
APPROACHES MICROPHONE.)

ADM. STOECKLEIN

ADM. STOECKLEIN:

"WILL MARTI-IA ROGERS PLEASE STEP FORWARD?"
,
(DR. HUGHES AND BISHOP MAHER ESCORT :MARTHA
ROGERS TO PODIUM. DR. HUGHES HAS THE CITATION •
AND HOOD READY FOR PRESENTATION. BISHOP
·. '
MAHER HAS DIPLOMA READY FOR PRESENTATION.
ADM. STOECKLETN RETURNS TO SEAT.)
(DEAN PALMER APPROACHES MICROPHONE)

IRENE PALMER:

RE,4DS CI TAT ION

(DR. HUQ-ffiS HANDS CITATION TO MARTI-IA ROGERS. BISHOP MAHER
HANDS DIPLOMA TO ROGERS. DR. HlJQ-ffiS HOODS ROGERS, BISHOP
MAHER AND DR. HUQ-fES RETURN TO THEIR SEATS. IRENE PALMER
RETIJRNS TO HER SEAT. )
(ROGERS RETURNS TO SEAT.
MI CROPHONE. )

AIM.

STOECKLEIN APPROArnES

PfM/\RKS
AIM. STOECKLEIN:

"IRENE SABELBERG PALMER, DEAN AND PROFESSOR OF TI-IE PHILIP Y.

HAHN SCTJOOL OF NURSING ."

(AIM. STOECKLEIN RETIJRNS TO SEAT. IRENE PALMER APPROAQ-IES
MICROPHONE. )

IRENE PALMER:

fB~RKS BY IRENE PAIJER

I

(IRENE PALMER RETURNS TO SEAT.
MICROPHONE. )

AIM .

STOECKLEIN APPROArnES

BENEDICTION
ADM. SWECKLEIN:

"THE REVEREND ARNOLD A. FENTON, PASTOR, ALL SOULS"
EPISCOPAL CHURCH, SAN DIEGO . "
(AIM. STOECKLEIN RETURNS TO SEAT . REV. FENTON APPROArnES
MICROPHONE. )

REV. FENTON:

BENEDICTION
(REV. FENTON RETURNS TO SEAT. ADM. STOECKLEIN APPROArnES
MICROPHONE . )

ADM. S1DECKLEIN:

ftCESSION/\L

\),,

"PLEASE STAND FOR TI-IE RECESSIONAL ."
~

(RECESSIONAL IN
ORDER AS PROCESSIONAL TO FOUNDERS
MAIN ENTRANCE . ) t____~,
~
~. • \ (DEPOSIT ACADEMIC REGALIA IN F 151)

~

/

-~/
~-.

.,II"

Ii
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LOOKING AHEAD - Dr. Irene Palmer, dean of
the University of San Diego's School of Nursing,

stands in front of new building to be dedicated
tomorrow and Friday. - Photo by Cindy Lubke

Space-age nursing

demands new role
for professionals
By ALISON DAROSA
Nurses across the country are .demanding an examination - of
their own profession, says Dr. Irene Palmer, dean of the Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing at the University of San Diego.
Palmer, 55, who is herself a registered nurse, was appointed five
years ago to head the nursing school. Her first classes - designed for
registered nurses who want to earn advanced degrees - were in
session one year later.
Palmer graduated her first class earning bachelor's degrees in
May, 1976. The master's program turned out it's first w.., j two years
ago. And tomorrow the school officially has a house - a dream come!
true for Palmer.
That's when dedication ceremonies for the university's new:
nursing school building will be held. The program begins at 1:30 p.m.,
Among those speaking will be Congressman Bob Wilson. Dedication1
ceremonies will also be held Friday at the university.
Today, what's most important to Palmer, a feisty veteran of the
health care field, is the new breed of educated nurses who are
leaving her school. They will serve as "change agents" she
maintains, affecting the nursing profession throughout the country.
"Giving pills is not the primary function of a nurse," she said in an
interview. "Neither is hospital housekeeping. Today nursing means
the administration of trE:atment, rehabilitation and counseling."
At least that's v:l-Jat nursing is supposed to mean, Palmer said.
But oftentimes the facts ten l different story, she continued,
explaining that many hospitals still vi<>w nurses as housekeepers, pill
peddlers or clerks whose main function is handling paper work.
See NURSES, A-24

Friday, January72, 1970

New $21/2 Million
The University of San Diego yesterday dedicated a new $2½ million
campus facility de~igned to respond
to changing educational needs of the
health care profession.
.
It ls the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavilion, housing the Philip_ Y. H~hn
Schopl of Nursiqg, a proJect dat~g
back to 1972 in preliminary plan~ng
and made possible by matc~g
grants from the Hahn Foundation
and the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. Hahn spoke
briefly, calling the pavilion a memorial to Philip, her late husband. .
Public demand for more highquality health services will lead the
nursing profession to higher levels of
learning, the audience attending the
afternoon ceremony was told.
In a dedicatory address, the
school's dean, Dr. Irene Sabelbe~g
Palmer, predicted a 568 percent m-

-
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D Nursing School Dedicated

care decision-making areas, analyz.i
ing and counseling as well as handling administration.
Palmer characterized the SChool
of Nursing approach at USD, where
the first class of nursing students
was admitted in 1975 in former quarters as "non-traditional" and capable 'of leading to health services
provided "in ways unthought of
before.''
USD President Author Hughes
noted that the new building blessed by Bishop LE,> T. Maher "is the first major structural addition to the campus since the early
1985.
1960s."
"We are trying to develop an
Rep. Bob Wilson, R-San Diego,
intellectual acumen within t~e
called the occasion "a very import(nursing) student," Palme~ said.
This would suggest, she said, that. ant dedication," complementing
"one of the most successful nursing
students who begin as nurses and
pursue advanced educ~tion could • school programs in the West if not in
the entire United States_.'_' _ __
move into high professional health
<

crease in health services degrees ~t
the master's and doctoral levels m
the next decade, based on results of
a panel study commissioned by Congre~.
· dicated
She said the study also m
a
percent
increase
in nursing or
300
health care careerists at the baccalaureate level, with four years'
college education, and a 48 perCE:nt
increase in registered nurses, with
at least two years of training.
She noted a Labor Depar:t~ent
prediction that 240,000 additional
jobs in nursing would open up by

There is a shortage of nurses with
advanced degrees and Congress
should support nurse education programs, he said.
Distinguished service awards
were presented to Rosella M. Schlotfeldt, preofessor of nursing at Case
Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, Ohio, and to Jessie M.
Scott, assistant surgeon general and
director of nursing for the Health
Resources Administration, U.S. Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.
Honorary doctorates of humane
letters were conferred upon Mary
Ann Garrigan, professor of nursing
at Boston University, and Martha E.
Rogers, professor of nursing at New
York University.
The dedicatory program continues
today at USD with a forum on
nursing i~ues getting under way at
9:30 a.m.

SDA531(2244)C4•081805E01l)PD 01/11/79 2244
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8164745720 TDBN KANSAS CITY MO 78 01-11 0513P CST
PMS IRENE PALMER PHO, DEAN SCHOOL OF NURSING, DELIVER EARLY AM, DLR
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO ALCALA PARK
SAN DIEGO CA 92110

MY VERY BEST WISHES TO YOU ALL ON THE OCCASION OF THE DEDICATION OF
THE MURIEL MARSH HAHN PAVILION OF PHILIP Y HAHN SCHOOL OF NURSING. I
REGRET I COULD NOT BE PRESENT AT THE DEDICATION OR AT THE FORUM ON
NURSINQ ISSUES WHERE YOU ARE ADDRESSING THE ENTRY INTO PRACTICE
ISSUE. THIS ISSUE IS BEING DEBATED ACROSS THE COUNTRY BUT MUST BE
RESOLVED IF WE AS A PROFESSION ARE TO MOVE INTO THE SO'S WITH
STRENGTH. CORDIALLY
BARBARA NICHOLS, PRESIDENT AMERICAN NURSES ASSN
SF-1201 (RS-69)

,
THE SAN DIEGO UNION,'"FRIDAy MORNING, JANUARY 12 1979

Ba~kground
For Forum
Chrissa O'Brien puts finishing
touches on a panel of her 5-by-10foot mural which decorates the
lobby of the new Muriel Marsh
Hahn Pavilion. It is in the Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing at the University of San Diego which will be
the site of a forum on nursing issues
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. today. The
pavilion was dedicated yesterday.
O'Brien's mural, which depicts the
history of nursing, is done in scrafita, a process of heatirs_ copper in a
kiln~ then using a material called
"liquid white" which gives the effect of glass-an loppe.r.
The artist, agradua'te of San Diego
State University, took first place at
the Southern California. Exposillon
'
last year for her enamel work.

1

- Staff Photo by Rick McCarthy
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Burl Stiff

President's Club Booked The library For Fete
I

The library at the University of San Diego proved
again the other night that it

doubles nicely, thank you, as

a party room.

The checkout desk makes

a ttandy bar, the book-lined

walls are visually and acoustically pleasing, and there
are tables and chairs aplen-

ty.

Add flowers, candles and
tablecloths, hire a band (in
this case, Bill Green's),
bring in a portable dance
floor and you 're in business.
The university's sixth annual President's Club dinner-dance attracted more
than 150 USD boosters, and
provided a gala finale to the
two-day dedication of the
new Munel Marsh Hahn Pavilion of the Philip Y. Hahn
School of Nursing.
Bishop Leo Maher, Marge
and Dr. Author Hughes (he,
of course, is president of
USD) and Betty and Alex
Bakcsy (he's chatnnan of
the President's Club Coun-

D-2
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- Stoff Photos by Rick McCarthy -

A dinner-dance at the University of San Diego wrapped up the twoday dedication of a new nursing school pavilion: In a festive mood
were Bishop Leo Maher with Dr. Author Hughes, top left; the Bill
Gree :"1 Combo; George Jessop, and Christiane Halle.

cil) greeted guests in the
foyer of the James S. Copley
Library.
Muriel Hahn was there for
the celebration, along with
her daughter, Pamela Markmann, her son and daughterin-law, Peter and June
Marsh, and a number of visiting VIPs in the nursing
field.
.
Others who sat down at
library tables for Chicken
Wellington and Banana
Flambe with Rum/Caramel
Sauce included Polly and Armistead Carter, Lee and
Larry Cox, Agnes and Philip
Crippen, Louarn and David
Fleet, Connie and Bo~ Golden, the Adam Kupiecs, Betsy
and Doug Manchester, Deborah Szekely, Anna and
Leo Roon, Gloria - and Ed
Self, Marilyn and Kim
Fletcher, the King Durkees
and Tom Fleming with
Christiane Halle.
(Marilyn Fletcher, Dona

(Continued from Page D-1)
Vojtko and Helen Copley
were among the trend
setters who wore short dinner dresses to the black-tie
party. Elsie Weston's anklelength black point d'esprit
was in the vanguard, too.)

THE SAN DIEGO UNION

University of San Diego
boosters all: Betty and Al
DeBakcsy, top left; John
Hauber, top right; Darlene
Gould, ·center; Marilyn
Fletcher (below left) with
Betty Zable, and father
Laurence Dolan.

- Stoff Photos by Rick McCarthy
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Burl Stiff

USD Library Covered It Well
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New nursing facility
is dedicated at USO
southern Cross Reporter
SAN DIEG O-!~ e Muriel
Marsh Hahn Pav1l1on, t1ousi n g the Phil ip ~ - Hah n
School of Nurs ing, was
formally dedicated at the
University of ?an Otego last
Thursday amidst an en~husiastic plea that Ar,:iencan .
nurses be given their rightful ·role in the health care
field.
Dr Irene S Palmer, dean
of th·e USO nursing school,
which offers advanc_ed degree programs to registered
nurses, said "throughout
history nurses ~ave_made
enormous contributions to
the improvement of. the
heal th of the Ame rican
people."
BUT, SHE SAID. their
efforts "have been unherarlded and taken for gra_nted. They hav_e been den~ed
an active voice ,n shaping
health policy."
"The nurse today knows
she is vital to the successful
implementation of any plan
or proposal for t~e health
care of the American people, and also knows she h~s
a righful place at all_ levels in
the decision-making process regarding health ca~e
for our society, and_she;:v11t
not be denied that right.
To achieve that right, Or.
Palmer said, publ ic awareness and suppo~ ts essential if the nursing ,practice is to be removed tror:i
the vested interestsofmedt·
cal and hospital controls."
THE NURSE "can reduce'
the astronomical costs ~f
health and sickness care tf
society will insis tthat sheb e
prop erly and max imal !~
utilized ... as a full partner
and colleague in the provision of health care," the
nursing dean said.
She criticized ·President
Carter for vetoing Senate
2416, the Nurse Training
Act Amendments on Nov.

11,1 978.

.

"The veto was filled with
irony and para doxJ" Dr.

Palmer said. "Although the
president has indicated on
many occasions _he wishes
to assist in making heal~h
professionals available in
underserved areas, now he
seems to be saying, 'Heal th DEDICATION
SPEAKERS-With the newly dedicated
professionals, yes! Nurses, Muriel Marsh
Hahn Pavilion, housing the Philip Y. Hahn
no!'
.
the School of Nursing,
"The ma1or thruSt of t speakers discu in the background, these dedication
ss the event, last Thursday on the
bill was to prepare nurses ~ University of
San Diego campus. From left, are Muriel
prac tice ,n unde rserv e
areas and to increase ~he
num ber of nurs es with
advanced preparation," she
said.
DR. AUTHOR HUGHES,
USO president , pres~nted
the new building to Bishop
Leo T. Maher, chairman of
the USO Board ofTrustees.
· Bishop Maher led a group
of about 100 people, seated
in chairs set up on the street
in front of the building, in a
prayer of dedication and
then blessed the structure
with holy water.
Congressman BobWil~on
(R-San Diego), in a dedication-address, said the Hahn
School of Nursing is "one of
the mos t suc ces sful "
schools of its type on the
West Coast, if not in the
nation.
·
WITH the expanding population, Rep. Wilson said,
th.ere is a need for increased
health care personnel," the
largest group of which is
nurses. There is a lack of
nurses with advanced degrees, he added.
"It is impo rtant that Congress does its part and
supports educational programs for nurses.''
Among the featured participants was Muriel Marsh
Hahn, for whom the pavilion
is named. She donated the
matching funds for a grant
by the Dep artm ent of
Health, Education and Welfare.
The School of Nursing
was established in 1974 by
a $1 million gift by Mrs.
Hahn's late husband, Philip
Y. Hahn.

Marsh Hahn, donor; Dr. Author E. Hugh
president; Dr. Irene S. Palmer, nursing schoes, USO
and Bishop Leo T. Maher, chairman of the USO ol dean;
Board of
Trustees. Congressman Bob Wilson (R-San
Diego), not
pictured, gave the dedication address.-SC
photo

New York University
School of Education, Health, Nursing, and Arts Professions
Division of Nursing
429 Shimkin Hall
Washington Square
New York , N .Y. 10003
Telephone: (212) 598-3921

January 29, 1979

Dean Irene S. Palmer
Philip J. Hahn School of Nursing
Universi ty of San Diego
Alcalo Park
San Diego, Californ ia 92110
Dear Irene:
What a wonderfu l three days I have to remember plus a future of
watching you and your group continue to enhance excellenc e in nursing
education . Your building is truly beautifu l and most worthy of the
very impressiv e dedicatio n ceremoni es. You can be very proud of what
you have achieved as well as that which is yet to come.
I appreciat ed your letter very much. Now all I have to do is
try to live up to it. Thank you for all your good thoughts and deeds.
Everyone here was very anxious to hear all about you and your
school. They send their very best wishes for your continued success.
You have excellen t people with whom to work. It was a delight to
meet them.
I do hope you will get in to New York one of these days (when the
weather gets better). In the meantime thank you again for everythin g .
You can't imagine how proud I am of that "Doctor of Humane Letters."
Best wishes.
Cordially ,
Martha E. Rogers, Sc.D., R.N.
Professo r
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THE TRIBUNE
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Figure-conscious? Take a loo k at som e
ide as on goo d hea lth, too - see B-4

fri<fa_y, January 12, 1979

B-1

USD nursing pavilion has coming o u t p a rt y
The annual President's Club dinner at the
University of San Diego marked a special occasion 'last night as members celebrated the
dedication of the University's new Muriel Marsh
Hahn Pavilion for the School of Nursing.
Some 150 persons attended. Among them
were, from left, below, Muriel Marsh Hahn,,
donor of the pavilion, Dr. Author E. Hughes,
USD president, Mrs. Hughes, and Mrs. Frank
Weston of Rancho Santa Fe.
- Photos by Cindy Lubke, Tribune staff

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
HOSPITAL
3350 LA JOLLA VILLAGE DRIVE

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92161

January 16, 1979

IN REPLY
REFER TO:

664/118

•

Irene S. Palmer
Dean and Professor
School of Nursing
University of San Diego
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA. 92110
Dear Dean Palmer:
We would like to extend our appreciation to you and the University
of San Diego School of Nursing for inviting us to share in the
dedication of the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavilion.
The tremendous planning and efforts to provide a truly outstanding
program were evident in all aspects of the celebration. Many of
our leadership people attended the Friday morning session and
voiced enthusiasm and appreciation of the program.
Lunch was elegent and the presentation at that time extremely impressive.
Thank you for including us in this happy occasion. We wish you, your
faculty and the students continued success and achievement in your
endeavors to provide the community of San Diego with nurses of excellent
preparation and advanced education.
Sincerely,

\?7ltt·t'f c0-/'

d~

MARGARITE. HARRIS, R.N.
Chief, Nursing Service

IVEU
.,,·{~' } 9 1979
t}r:f,GE OF TH DEAN:
~MOOL . NURSINQ:
"To care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan. "- ABRAHAM LINCOLN

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
BERKELEY • DA VIS • JRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO

..........

)

SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
SCHOOL OF NURSING
THE CENTER FOR THE HEAL TH SCIENCES
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024

January 17, 1979
Dean Irene Palmer
University of San Diego
School of Nursing
Alcala Park, San Diego 92110
Dear Irene:
I had every intention of being with you at the dedication ceremony of your
new School of Nursing. Unfortunately I was the victim of the current flu
"epidemic" so travel was not possible. I very much appreciated the invitation
to what had to be a most spectacular ceremony!
I am glad that I was able to see your new facility earlier this year. Your
excellent taste is certainly reflected in your beautiful setting. We at UCLA
wish you every success in your new environment.
Warmest regards,

~
Mary E. Rer"'tf: Ed .D.
Dean

J'

MER:mt

ECEIVE D
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
SCHOOL OF NURSING
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Public Relations

SD
January 15, 1979

Dear Irene,
Congratu lations to you, your very fine faculty and
staff on the successfu l dedicatio n ceremonie s.
Each phase went exceeding ly well. Many of our
guests called over the weekend to comment on the
luncheon, the slide show, and the afternoon dedication.
I have spoken with the persons in the press and
thanked them for their generous coverage.
In each
instance they commented on the value of the story
and their continued interest in the Nursing School.
I particula rly enjoyed meeting your friends, the
honorees. My only regret was that I was not able
to spend more time with them.
I'll view the panel
discussio ns this week in the Media Center.
Please circulate my sincere congratul ations to
everyone, Irene. The lion's share i s yours for
pulling all of the parts together i nto an entity
of which we are all very proud.
Sincerely ,

Sara S. Finn

~ECEI VED
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Alca la Park / Sa n Diego, Ca l ifo rni a 921 10 / (714) 291-6480

UNIVE RSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Public

elations

Janua ry 15, 1979
Dear Membe rs of the Nursin g Schoo l Advis ory Board :
The dedic ation of the Murie l Marsh Hahn Pavil ion is a
wonde rful memor y. Every thing went as sched uled and
thank s to many praye rs and His own Joy, God gave us the
only sunny day of the week!
Enclo sed is some of the publi city resul ting from the
day's event s.
The weekl ies will carry more news, and
we have sent releas es to the natio nal nursin g magaz ines.
We thank you for your gener ous remar ks about the
show.
If you have a group (10 or more) that you
like to have see it in order to inter est them in
Unive rsity, our office will make arrang ement s to
it up in the media cente r in De Sales Hall. Two
notic e would be appre ciated .

slide
would
the
set
weeks '

Cong ratula tions and thank you for your contin ued inter est.
Since rely,

•
Sara S. Finn, APR
Direc tor of Publi c Relat ions
SF:mh
Encl.
cc:

Dean Irene Palme r
Ass't . Profe ssor Janet Harris on

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Alcala Park/ San Diego, Californ ia 92110 / (714) 291-6480

CITATION
The univ ersit y as an acad emic comm unity and
soci al enti ty has the resp onsi bilit y
to carr y forw ard the searc h for univ ersa l truth
and has the acco mpan ying corrr nitme nt
to reco gniz e thos e who have throu gh thei r effo
rts made sign ifica nt cont ribu tion s
towa rd the disse mina tion of such truth .
Imbu ed with the cour age of her conv ictio ns,
conv inced that rese arch -der ived
know ledge is the basi s of nurs ing scien ce and
prac tice, corrr nitte d to beli ef in the
beau ty and valu e of the human pers on; and with
her visio n firm ly fixed on a futu re
to be desig ned, Mart ha Roge rs has set nurs ing
on a cour se of crea tive activ e
conf ront ation with itse lf and the soci ety
in whic h it exis ts, thus chan ging nurs ing
prac tice throu ghou t the natio n.
Estee med as one of nurs ing's most outs tand ing
educ ators , Mart ha Roge rs is a
visio nary inte llect ual who has prom oted and
prov oked ideo logic al deba te with the
purp ose of expl ainin g and clar ifyin g the stru
ctur e of nurs ing scien ce; the
resp onsi bilit ies of the prof essio n; and the
refor mati on of nurs ing's educ ation al
syste m. The effe ct of her role as ment or and
teac her is felt throu ghou t the worl d.
As a philo soph er Mart ha Roge rs prom ulga ted,
expl aine d and defe nded the
prof essi on's righ ts and resp onsi bilit ies.
Her unyi eldin g and ever -pre sent dema nds
that the prof essio n reco gniz e and assum e its
obli gati ons have awak ened the cons cien ce
of the corp orate prof essio n and its mem bers
to assum e and fulf ill thei r obi igat ions .
As nurs ing's forem ost theo retic ian Mart ha
Roge rs has form ulate d and expl icate d
the theo retic al syste m of nurs ing scien ce whic
h has clar ified and restr uctu red the
know ledge base of nurs ing prac tice.
An outs tand ing and pers isten t scho lar, she
is the prof essi on's prim e advo cate
in corrr nitme nt to scho larly work , inte llec tual
ly vigo rous educ ation and scie ntif ic
rese arch into the natu re of nurs ing know ledge
.
Her pape rs and writ ings have enab led
nurs es throu ghou t the worl d to deve lop a grea
ter appr ecia tion of the cont ribu tion s
of univ ersit y educ ation to the impr oved care
of human bein gs and the deve lopm ent of
nurs ing as a learn ed prof essio n.
Thou sand s have been insp ired by her lead ersh
ip to move the prof essio n from the
conf usio n of the mid- centu ry into the spac e
and inte rgal actic age.
When cons ideri ng the cum ulati ve acco mpli shme
nts of Mart ha Roge rs, advi sor to
natio nal lead ers, univ ersit y pres iden ts, colle
ague dean s and prof essio nal facu lties ;

woman of cour age; avan t gard e thin ker; v1s1
onar y inte llec tua l; pion eer 1n the
refo rma tion of . nurs ing, the Uni vers ity of San
Dieg o has righ t and just reas on to
paus e ami dst thes e augu st deli bera tion s, pub
lish ing and proc laim ing befo re the wor l d
that she be awa rded the degr ee of Doc tor
of Humane Let ters , hon oris caus a.

Cha irma n, Boar d of Tru stee s

Pres iden t of the Un i vers i ty
Date d:

........
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University of San Diego

DEDICATION PROGRAM

THE MURIEL MARSH HAHN PAVILION

January 11 - 12, 1979

THE PHILIP Y. HAHN SCHOOL OF NURSING

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Irene Sabelberg Palmer, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.

REMARKS

Dean and Professor of Nursing
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing

DEDICATION PROGRAM
THE MURIEL MARSH HAHN PAVILION

BENEDICTION

Reverend Arnold A. Fenton

RECESSIONAL

Navy Band San Diego

Pastor, All Souls' Episcopal Church

Thursday, January 11 , 1979

1: 30 - 3:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL

Navy Band San Diego
Marine Corps Color Guard San Diego

NATIONAL ANTI-IEM

Navy Band San Diego

PRESIDING

Rear Admiral 1-lerbert G. Stoecklein
Medical Corps U.S.N. (Ret.)

Tours of Pavilion

3:00- 5:00 p.m.

Orairman. School of Nursing, Advisory Committee

INVOCATION

.,

Reverend Laurence T. Dolan

~

O,aplain, University of San Diego

GREETINGS

Author E. 1-lughes, Ph.D.
President, University of San Diego

Muriel Marsh Hahn
Friday, January 12, 1979 Meeting Room 9:30- ll:30a.m.
PRESENTATION OF PAVILION
ACCEPTANCE OF PAVILION

President Author E. 1-lughes
The Most Reverend Bishop Leo T. Maher, D.D.

FORUM ON NURSING ISSUES

01airman, Boord of Trustees

BLESSING OF PAVILION

Bishop Leo T. Maher

PRESENTATION OF
DISTINGUlSIIED
SERVICE AWARDS

Sister Sally Furay, Ph.D., J .D.
Vice President for A cademic Affairs

Rosella M. Schlotfeldt, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.

PRESIDING

Irene Sabelberg Palmer, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.

Professor of Nu rsing,
Case Western Reserve University

FORUM SPEAKERS

"A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE FUTURE OF NURSING"
Jessie M. Scott, R.N. , Sc.D. , F.A.A.N.
" ENTRY INTO PRACTICE"
Rozella Schlotfeldt, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.

Jessie M. Scott , R.N. , D.Sc., F.A.A.N.
Assistant Surgeon ~eneral
Director, Division of Nursing,
Health Resources Administration
U.S.P.fl. S.

DEDICATION ADDRESS
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY
DOCTOR OF I-IUMANE LETTERS

REACTIONS

Mary Ann L. Garrigan, R.N. , Ed.M., F.A.A.N.
Martha E. Rogers, R.N., Sc.D., F.A.A.N.

The Honorable Bob Wilson
41 st Districl, U.S. House of R epresentatives
Mary Ann L. Garrigan, R.N., Ed.M., F.A.A.N.
Professor of Nursing, Boston University

Manha E. Rogers, R.N., Sc.D., F.A.A.N.
Professor of N ursing, New York University

Tours of Pavilion

11 :30-1:00p.m.

PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
Author E. Hughes, Ph.D .
VICE PRESIDENT AND PROVOST
Sister Sally Furay, R .S.C.J ., Ph.D., J .D.
DEAN PHILIP Y. HAHN SCHOOL OF NURSING
Irene S. Palmer , Ph.D .

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Janet L. Blenner, M.S.
Delilah B. Breen, M.N.E.
Victoria V. Fletcher, M.S.N.
Claire K . Gulino , M.S.N.
Sonya L. Herman, D.N.Sc.

Janet K. Harrison , M.S.N.
Mary Ann Hautman, M.S.N .
Phoebe J. Lee, M.S.
Evelyn Sobol, Ph.D.
Mary K . Wiley, M.S.N.

SCHOOL OF NURSING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Rear Admiral Herbert G. Stoecklein, Medical Corps U.S.N. (Ret.)
Chairman
Gilbert Brown, Ph.D.
Mrs. Bowling Bruns
Mrs. Helen Anne Bunn
Mrs. John Comito
Anita V. Figueredo, M.D.
Mr. Frank A. Frye, III
Sister Sally Furay, R.S.C.J .,
Ph.D., J.D.

Mrs. Philip Y . Hahn
Author E. Hughes, Ph.D.
Mr. Joseph E. Jessop
Arthur C. Johnson, M.D.
Mrs. John Le Hoy
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Marsh
John H. Mazur, M.D.
Miss Nancy A. Peterson

DEDICATION COMMITTEE
Janet Harrison
Chairman
Leslie Oark
Judy Comito
Sara Finn
Mary Ann Hautman

Sister Virginia McMonagle
Herbert Stoecklein
Kathleen Winston

ASSISTED BY THE FOLLOWING UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL
Cathy Brown
Carla Dedominicis
Sister Pati Desmond
Maureen Herrill
The Personnel in Physical Plant

Phyllis Lesher
Helen Lopez
Bill Ritter
Dave Tiedemann

I

I

\I

DEDICA T/ON PROGRAM
Thursday, January 7 7, 7979 at 7:30 p.m.
University of San Diego campus
Presentation of Building
Acceptance of Building
Presentation of Distinguished Service A wards
Dedication Address
Conferral of Honorary Degrees
Closing Remarks
Tours of Building 3: 00 - 5: 00 p.m.

Tours of the building conducted at 11 :30 a.m.

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
ANNOUNCES THE DEDICA T/ON OF THE
MURIEL MARSH HAHN BUILDING
PHILIP Y. HAHN SCHOOL OF NURSING
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, THE ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH OF JANUARY
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-NINE

University of San Dieg o

Philip Y. Hahn School of. Nursing

•·l.i UN VERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Non -Profit Org .
U .S. POSTA GE

~ S hoo l b f C radu ate and Cont inuin g Educ ation

SD l, i ,1r

n [}fpgc

C 1111orn d

PA ID

Jl (

San Diego, CA
Permit No . 365

HOllS.TIC ASSERTION
orHeaJt are P.rofessiocrals

University of San Dieg o
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing

HOLISTIC ASSERTION
For Health Care Professionals
January 23-2 4, 197 9

BAN Provider Number 0048 8

HOLISTIC ASSERTION
INTRODUCTION

PROGRAM

WORKSHOP OB:JECTIVES

Wednesda y, Jonuorv 24
Re 1ew of Assertior
1n Behavior

k Is Asking for Chan e

Enactment of

su

INSTRUctOR

s e

HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

CREDIT
INOUIRIES

FEES

REGISl RRTION FORM
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Nurs·ng School Expand s Progra m
lotin Gulino
Staff Writer
first program in psychlatric
T
·ego area will
nurs ng in the S
be instituted in t}dhilip Y. Hahn
hg in January
School of N
1980. The- Na onal In titute of
Mental Health has awaYded the
school a grant of .o"tte million
dollars to begin a program in Advanced Psychiatric Nursing. The
monies cover a period of five years
and are allocated for the salaries of
two faculty memebers, tuition and
living stipends for the students, and
necessary support services . The
Graduate Program in Advanced
Psychiatric Nursing is a two year
program and results in a master's
degree in Psychiatric Nursing .

Mental illness is one
of the most challenging health problems
today . . . in terms of
human suffering and
staggering costs ...
Professor Janet Blenner, (Ph.D.
Candidate, New York University) ,
is Project -Director of the program
and will also teach in it. Professor
Blenner has a broad background in
the field of mental health ; she has
worked as an individual nursetherapist, group and family
therapist, and as a psychiatric
liaison nurse.
Mental illness is one of the (T'lost
challenging health problems today,
both in terms of human suffering
and the staggering cost of effective
treatment. First Lady , Rosalynn
Carter, is activel9 involved in
promoting the prevention and
treatment of mental illne~. She is
honorary chairpersrm. of~ new national commission for mental
health and has lobbied for increas-

ed funding for this cause in the
Senate . Because of Mrs. Carter's
efforts, new mental health legislation has been passed and mental
health budgets have been in creased .
Professor Blenner described the
dimensions of the problem of the
mentally ill in the country today.
An estimated twenty million
Americans are suffering from some
form of mental illness; three million
people, adults and children , are
treated in mental hospitals, clinics,
or by private physicians each year.
In the 15 to 25 age group , which
includes school and college
students , three of the first five
causes of death are essentially
psychogenic - accidents. suicides,
and murder.
The traditional treatment for the
mentally ill has been to isolate them
from society in mental hospitals .
During the last decade, there has
been a movement out of fong term
facilities and an effort to use community clinics and day care
centers. The movement into the
community brings about an improvement in the patient's ability to
function in the family and in society
and a decrease in the cost of care
and treatment .
"Until ·recently ," Professor Blen ner said, • mental hospitals provid ed a refuge from responsibilities involved in living in a complex society, but unfortunately , it also tended
to arrest growth of the individual.
The institution encouraged chron icity through dependence on the
system. This program in psychiatric
nursing is focused on the chronically ill client who previously endured
a lifetime of institutionalization or
who experience the 'revolving
door ' syndrome where he
sporadically re-entered the community but functioned poorly as he
was not able to cope with activities
of daily living. This kind of client
requires long-term treatment out of
the hospital in the. mainstream of
society ."

The graduate of a program in
Advanced Psychiatric· Nursing is
prepared to work with the mentally
ill in many modalities. The nursetherapist can be a patient advocate,
conduct one-to-one therapy, eon -

"Until recently mental hospitals provided a refuge from
responsibilities
and tended to arrest
the growth of the individual.,,
duct group therapy, conduct family
therapy , serve as a psychiatric nursing consultant and provide clinical
superv1s1on for staff nurses ,
students , and paraprofessionals.

The San Diego nurse wishing to
obtain a degree in Advanced
Psychiatric. Nursing has been
frustrated because the nearest nursing school offering such a degree
is at the University of California,
Los Angeles. Commuting or moving to Los Angeles entails a hard ship to the nurse who has employ-.
ment or family commitments in the
San Diego area.
This program in the School of
Nursing has been developed in
response to the urgent needs of the
mentally ill in this area . Dean Irene
S . Palmer found · strong support
when she first inquired about community interest in a graduate program in Psychiatric Nursing. The
San Diego community of psychologists , psychiatrists, social
workers and nurses realized the
urgent need for such a program
and supported Dean Palmer in the
early planning stages.

San Diego, California

Wednesday, November 21,

Shortage
of nurses
reported
By JOSEPH THESKEN
TRIBUNE Education Writer

San Diego County suffers
from a se~ere shortage of
nurses tramect in the care
of chronically mentally ill
patients.
This defic:iency in the
county's health care service was disclosed at the
University of San Diego,
where USD officials yesterday announced receiving a
$1 million grant to train
registered nurses in psychiatric nursing.
"We badly need nurses.
who can provide psychotherapy for such patients
when they are turned loose
into the community, following hospital care," announced Janet Blenner
project director of th~
grant.
"There has been shortterm care given up to now,
but we will try to provide
long-term therapy as a result of this grant."
She said the program, to
be funded by a National
Institute for Mental Health
grant, will begin next February with the admission of
eight students. Each year,
eight more will be trained
over a two-year period.
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USD Nursing School Awarded -..
Grant for Psychiatric Study
The University of San Diego school of nursing bas been
awarded a five-year, $1 million grant by the National lnsti- ·
tute of Mental Health to establish a graduate program in
advancepsychiatric nursing.
Aalstant Prof. Janet Blenner, project director for the
grants, said 8 to 12 openings will become available when
the program begins in February.
''The primary objective is to prepare the graduates in
practice settings that deal with the chronically mentally ill
patient." she said ·•'This program will focus on long-term,
preventive outpatient therapy."
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USD

ursing school granted $1 million

A five-year, $1 million
grant from the National
Institute for Mental Health
has been awarded to the
University of San Diego
Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing, Dean Irene Palmer has announced.
The grant, the Graduate
Program in Advan ced
· Psychiatric Nursing, will
provide institutional and
training support to registered nurses seeking

Master's degrees in psychiatric nursing.
"The primary objective of
the program is to prepare
the graduates in practice
settings that deal with the
chronically mentally-ill
patient," said _Janet Blenner, assistant professor of
nursing at USO and project
director of the grant.
"In the past, people with
mental problems have
been placed in institutions
and then released, with

only a brief period of
outpatient counseling.
"This has resulted in a
'revolving door' phenomenon. This program will
focus on long-term, pre- •
ventive 'Outpatient thera.
~ py," she added.
Interested nurses who
hold a B.S.N. degree may
obtain registration and
information
qualification
by calling the USO School
of Nursing at 291-6480,
extension 4548.
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New Nursing Program TOBenefit MentarlYlll
By MICHAEL SCO'IT-BLAIR
Education Writer, The Son Diego Union

San Diego County's 4,000 chronically ill mental patients are forced
1o become "revolving .door" patients
at local mental institutions because
there is insufficient outpatient help
,fqr them, said local nursing leaders
who unveiled a $1 million training
program at USD yesterday.
The five-year, iederally funded
program will be the only masters
degree program in advanced psychiatric nursing available south of Long

Beach and is "desparately needed,"
said Mary Wallace, nursing supervisor at the Veterans Administration
Hospital.
The program will be offered at
USD's Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing and will only accept eight
students a year. Applicants must be
qualified registered nurses who hold
a bachelor's degree in nursing.
Upon graduation, the students
must "make a commitment to go out
and work with the chronic mentally
ill," said Dr. Irene Palmer, dean of

the nursing school.
There are between 4,000 and 5,000
such patients between the ages of 21
and 50 in the county, but most of
them are first "hidden behind high
walls" and later sent out into the
community with only the minimum
amount of preparatory counseling,
said Janet Blenner, assistant professor of nursing at USD and director of
the new program.
The graduates will go to work in
key mental health clinics throughout
the county, providing and developing

1

~·

programs of long-term outpatient
help, she said.
Similar grants have been made to
13 nursing programs in the country,
which is "particularly pleasing" in
view of increased political talk about
cutting back on health care spending, said Palmer.
"In such cuts it always seems to
be the aged and the mentally ill that
suffer first, so it is good to see this
program financed," she said.
Though there has been an acute
need for such specially trained
nurses for years, the interest in the
mentally ill taken recently by First
Lady Rosalynn Carter has helped
get backing for the program, said
·
·
Blenner.
1'he need for the program was first
raised by rµembers· of U.e local psy, fe.· ssion, .satd
chiatric nursfng.
Palmer, and a co . · ·. , ~ .of m.1~sing
practitioners was esfa .~ed to 'h~P.
get the . grant frouf:~C·', N~tiopal
Institute for Mental H~_m~ ·, \ ··
1
"The grant applicatfott~was produced in only four w.eeks and by the
time it was presented, received the
backing of all the mental health
community, not just the psychiatric
nurses,'' said Palmer.
.
·The two-year degree ~ m will
begin in the spring semester of 1980.
.
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November 2.9, 1979
Michael Scott-Blair
Education Writer
The San Diego Union
350 Camino De La Reina
San Diego, CA
Dear Mr. Scott-Blair:
We appreciate the excellent article that came
out in the November 21 issue of the Union.
You'll be pleased to know that we've had many
phone calls of inquiry about the program, as
well as calls of congratulations.
Sincerely yours,

Irene S. Pa )mer
Dean and Professor
School of Nursing

Janet Blenner
Program Director
School of Nursing

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF
FEBRUARY 1900

The National Institute of Mental Heal-

th has awarded the University of San Diego
School of Nursing a five-year $1 million
grant for its Master's degree program in
psychiatric nursing, beginning this spring.
According to Janet Blenner, project director, and assistant professor, the program
will focus on long-term, preventive outpatient therapy to help break. the "revolving
door" phenomenon that occurs when psychiatric patients are placed in institutions,
discharged, then given too brief a period of
outpatient counseling. Students will receive
training in clinical therapy and practice
with emphasis on individual family and
group counseling.

CITATION

The university as an academic community and social entity has the responsibility
to carry forward the search for universal truth and has the accompanying corrrnitment
to recognize those who have through their efforts made significant contributions
toward the dissemination of such truth.
Convinced that the heritage of the nursing profession must be preserved and
transmitted to its future members, Mary Ann Garrigan sensitized and raised the level
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The university as an academic community and social entity has the responsibility
to carry forward the search for universal truth and has the accompanying co1TTTiitment
to recognize those who have through their efforts made significant contributions
toward the dissemination of such truth.
Convinced that the heritage of the nursing profession must be preserved and
transmitted to its future members, Mary Ann Garrigan sensitized and raised the level
of consciousness of American nurses to a realization and appreciation of the
significance of that heritage.

She singlehandedly began a systematic search for an

accumulation of original records of historical movements in nursing; salvaged and
assiduously gathered from dustbins, basements and boxes earmarked for discard these
rare out-of-print, never to be duplicated historical materials and artifacts, which
form the nucleus of the now prestigious collection in the scholarly Nursing Archive
of the Boston University Hugar Memorial Library.
Carrying her beliefs to American nurses, she obtained their overwhelming support
which resulted in the identification of the Nursing Archive as the official depository
of the papers of the American Nurses Association, the American Association of Colleges
of Nursing and other national and state organizations, as well as of the historical
papers of the profession's oldest periodicals.
Her tremendous efforts in collecting nursing memorabilia have carried her to the
far corners of the nation, interviewing nursing leaders and pioneers of yesteryear
and today, resulting in the creation of a valuable oral history collection which
preserved their thoughts and opinions.
As Chairman of the Bicentennial Co1TTTiittee of the American Nurses Association,
Mary Ann Garrigan made nursing's past become alive and meaningful.

Under her guidance

and foresight the Bicentennial Exhibit contained a priceless and irreplaceable collection
of original documents, artifacts and memorabilia of nursing's most outstanding and
remarkable leaders, for the inspection of more than 10,000 visitors.
The culmination of Mary Ann Garrigan's visionary leadership has been the
reawakening and renewal

in the American nurse of an interest in the historical origins

and developments of the profession, in the preservation of source materials and the
value of the historical significance which today's activities play in tomorrow's
heritage.
Founding faculty member of one of the nation's most esteemed schools,

Mary Ann Garrigan . has been an educator responsib le for the development of multiple
generatio ns of nurses who carry into their practice her compassi onate sensitiv ity
to the human spirit.
When consideri ng the prodigiou s achievem ents of Mary Ann Garrigan , through a
long and noteworth y ca:eer in practice , as teacher and counselo r to students , as
archivis t and historian , the Universi ty of San Diego has right, and just reason to
pause amidst these august delibera tions, publishin g and proclaim ing before the world
that she be awarded the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

Chairman, Board of Trustees

Presiden t of the Universi ty
Dated:

---------------
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Baby airlift nurse

Heroic spirit triumphs in tragedy
By Mark Sauer
Staff Writer

The San Diego Uruon/Jerry Windle

Regina Aune: 'I don't think I was afraid beca se I was
so busy preparing for an emergency landing.'

Continued from Page D-3

downstairs "probably knowing full
well they were going to die."
The pilots managed to crash-land
the plane in a field of rice paddies.
The bottom portion of the fusel~ge
was sheared off on impact and only a
handful of those who were downstairs survived.
Aune said she sat crossed-legged in
the ais e, bracing herself against
seats on either side. The plane
bounced after initial impact and she
said she tried to pull a man to the
floor who - thinking the plane had

stopped - had gotten up. She lost her
grip on the seats and slid the entire
length of the fuselage on the second
impact.
''I could feel my foot breaking as I
bumped into something. I lost one
shoe and I remember thinking it was
lucky that it wasn't the one on my
broken foot because I would need to
walk on it to get those babies out."
She suffered a fractured vertebra,
a puncture wound in her leg and a
badly gashed hand in addition to
breaking five bones in her foot.
"The rice paddies acted as a
cushion," said Aune. "We skidded for

It was a day of horror, a steamin
hot afternoon filled with screams o
pain and the acrid stench of deat
but Regina Aune prefers to remember the courage, the caring and the
valor.
Aune was a flight nurse heading
the IO-member medical team of a
huge Air Force C-5A transport plane
as it attempted to airlift 314 people
- 220 of them young Vietnamese
orphans - from war-ravage d
Saigon.
The day, April 4, 1975, became infamous when the plane crashed
shortly after take-off, killing 138 of
those aboard - including 79 of the
orphans.
Sitting in her office last week at
the University of San Diego where
she is an assistant professor in the
school of nursing, she recalled the
tragedy of that day 10 years ago Just three weeks before the fall of

Saigon.
A former nun, Aune had been a
nurse for three years, in the Air
Force for 18 months and had been
married just eight weeks when she
was told to report for a mission that
would evacuate Vietnamese orphans
from Saigon.
It was the first flight of an airlift
operation that would carry about
2,000 Vietnamese orphans to new
homes in the United States. Instead
it became, at the time, the second
worst air disaster in history.
Most of the children, who had
been adopted by American families,
were between 18 months and 3 years
old, Aune said. They were to be
flown on the cargo plane - the
world's largest airplane - from Tan
Son Nhut Airport to Clark Air Base
in the Philippines to await transfer
to the United States.
In addition to the children, on
board were voluntee from Au, traiia and New Zealan~ to care for the

about 1,800 yards and, fortunately,
the wings separated from the plane
so we were well clear of the engines
on them when they caught fire.
"The cockpit had separated from
the plane and was sitting upsid
down at right angles to us. The troop
compartment was relatively intact
and we sat by ourselves almost as if
we were in a little Quonset hut.
"The babies woke up and started
crying," she said. ''Upstairs, one baby
was dead and one adult was obviously dead, but the res! were pretty
much OK. It seemed like hours until
they came to rescue us, but it was

only minutes - they had sent planes
and helicopters up immediately and
they followed us down."
Evacuation was difficult, Aune
said, because the helicopters couldn't
land in the rice paddies and their rotors kicked up a maelstrom of mud
as rescuers carried the children and
the injured from the wrecked plane.
But since most of the survivors
were small children still strapped in
their seats, Aune said, there was no
panic and evacuation was orderly.
Half of the crew was killed, she
said. Her memories are heroic
flashes, like that of a crewman fash-

children, U.S. military personnel,
Aune's medical team and the plane's
crew.
The gigantic plane, which dwarfs
a 747, has two levels, said Aune. an
open cargo level below and a section
with rows of seats for troops upstairs. Almost all of the children
were strapped into the seats upstairs.
"We had just taken off and the
crew was gomg through their checklist routine on what is called climbout," said Aune, who has had three
daughters of her own in the intervening decade.
"I had originally assigned myself
downstairs. But I had gone upstairs
to get medication for one of the passengers and was kneeling on the
floor in the back of the plane when
we had the rapid decompression."
The C-5A was at 23,000 feet and
climbing, about 60 miles out over
the South China Sea, wben three key
"ramp locks" faded, causing the

ioning a splint for his shatter leg
and continuing to haul childr ou~
of men and women - many them
badly injured - carrying abies
under each arm.
Ignoring her own injuries, 9e ferried children to the helicopt, until
her body finally rebelled.
"I don't remember this, bt witnesses later said that I wal~ over
to the navigator still holdig these
kids and said, 'Sir, I requtt to be
relieved of duty,' and pa~ out in
his arms."
Aune has made many rips to
Washington in the past l~ears to

plane's rear pressure door to blow
out, subsequent investigations found.
The cabin suddenly lost pressure
and control cables to the tail were
cut.
"All the pilots had to work with
were the engines and one aileron on
a wing," said Aune. "They radioed a
Mayday and turned the plane
around, hoping to ret urn to Tan Son
Nhut."
"I don't think I was afraid beca
I was so busy preparing for an
emergency landing," she said. But
it's fun ny about moments like that
I could see the water below as we
went through our emergency pro(!edures and I kept thmkmg about how
beautiful the sun looked on the s a. '
She said her access to downstairs
in the plane's tail had been cut off
by the blowout. But she said, she
thinks often today of the crew memo w n to care for tho e
b r
See CRA H o Pag D-5

testify at trials and official inquiries
resulting from the crash. The last
court action ended only last November.
A year after the crash, she was
given the Cheney Award, becoming
the only woman to win the Ait
Force's citation for heroism.
''I felt funny getting that award by
myself, I have always felt it should
have been given to everyone on
board," Aune said.
''If I take anything from that experience, it is that hope and the human
spirit can triumph in the worst tragedy."
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DEDICA TION PROGR AM
Thursday, January 71, 1979 at 1:30 p.m.
University of San Diego campus
Presentation of Building
Acceptance of Building
Presentation of Distinguished Service A wards
Dedicati on Address
Conferra l of Honorar y Degrees
Closing Remarks
Tours of Building 3:00 - 5:00 p .m.

M

Tours of the building conducted at 11 :30 a.m.

OPEN INVITATION TO FORUM ON NURSING ISSUES
THE FUTURE OF NURSING FROM A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
THE ENTRY INTO PRAcnc;E ISSUE

Janwry

121 1J79, 9:3(} - 11:30.

a.m.

The Meeting Room, Mut'lel Marsh Hahn Pdvlllon, I.JnlWl/$1.ty of St!t1 019
Ma}Qr Spea/fers:
Roze/lo M. Schlotfeldt, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N,., P.r<if.'8Wd ril NtN$/J'Jg
FrallUS Payne Bo/tan Sdlfx>/; of Nurst• Oise lltntem Resbrie U n ~
Jsie M. Scott, R.N~ ~Sc., F.A.A.N.,. Asslsttlnt Silrg,llll!I ~ Dtt#til·:
DMJ/hn of NlilTSln(J, United States PutN~ ,-,Id, ~
~dents:
MoryAnn Gtlrrlglln, R.N., EIUI F.A.A.N.,
Boston Untv,(Slty Stboo1 of Nunlng

Pro,__,.. of N0ttlflJI

Martita E. Rogers, R.N. Sic.D., F.A A N. l"iofeS$fH:
Division of Nursing, New York IJttlverslty
Tours of the bulldlttg condutfftl :lit

U :30 a~.

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
ANNOUNCES THE OED/CATION OF THE
MURIEL MARSH HAHN BUILDING
PHILIP Y. HAHN SCHOOL OF NURSING
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, THE ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH OF JANUARY
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-NINE
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Rozella M. Schlotfeldt
111 .1. Garver Road
Cleveland, Ohio 4 4112
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lotfeldt
Rozella M. Sch oad
R
l l l J Carver
44112
Cleveland, Ohio
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PHONE 292-17 45

'JLE'l. ia1.anta 9-fo7,L1,fa_
10601 D Tierrasanta Blvd.

CARD ENCLOSED

San Diego, Calif. 92124
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IN ROME
HOLY CITY OF OUR FAITH
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IS SHARING REMEMBRANCE
THIS MONTH IN FIVE HOLY MASSES
AT THE REQUEST OF

TO BE CELEBRATED IN THE

•
BASILICA OF SAINT PETER
•
BASILICA OF SAINT PAUL
•
BASILICA OF SAINT MARY MAJOR
•
BASILICA OF SAINT JOHN LATERAN
•
BASILICA OF
STS. COSMAS AND DAMIAN
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